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SA signs vending conti Paw° th $60,000+
-)Ei-dOPACALS

Learning Resources Centre

by Dave Church

Hudson's Bay Vending has
signed a two-year contract with
the RRCC Students' Association
which should increase SA
revenues from vending machine
commissions to over $60,000 next
year.
The contract, effective July 1,
1979, gives Hudson's Bay Vending
the exclusive right to place
automatic food, beverage and
cigarette vending equipment in

the college. The SA will receive a
commission of between 10 and 35
per cent on all sales, a substantial
increase over previous
arrangements.
"The increase in commission
rates will add $10-15,000 revenue,
based on last year's sales," said
SA Business Manager Don
Hillman. "We are hoping sales
will grow -significantly with the
new machines and services
which will be provided."

The SA made $447,000 in commissions last year.
Hudson's Bay Vending will
provide all the new equipment,
replacing machines presently
provided by Canteen Vendomatic. The contract stipulates
the vending company pays for all
losses due to break-ins, vandalism, theft and counterfeit
money. The vendor must also
provide whatever security is
required for their equipment, and
maintain adequate sanitary

s.
coriair
Hudson's Bay Vending will
have two hostesses on duty at
least six hours daily to provide
change; fill machines and handle
complaints. A resident serviceman will be available to fix
and service machines. The
company also hopes to provide
microwave ovens for heating
vended products.
Hillman said the revenues from
vending machines enable the SA
to keep student fees low while

tudent Newspaper

providing a variety of services to
the students.
"We are in a unique situation in
that the Administration has given
us the right to negotiate these
contracts and retain all revenues
obtained from them," continued
Hillman. "We especially appreciate the work of Ray
Newman in this regard. He was
instrumental in bringing this
about."
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ominations open
by Bob Armstrong

Nominations open today for the
five executive positions on the
RRCC Student Association
executive. The positions open are
President, Vice-President,
Treasurer, Sports Director and
Communications Director.
To be eligible to run for
executive office a student must
be in the first year of a two-year
course at RRCC and have a 2.5
grade point average. Final
eligibility of all candidates is
decided by the Election Committee, who respond directly to
Council. Anyone who is a fulltime student at Red River is
eligible to vote.
Members of the Election

Committee are: Ken Stoyka
(Diesel)- Chief Returning Officer; Lorne Kraft (Radio
Operating)- Deputy Returning
Officer, and Gord Kozak
(Business Admin. )- VicePresident.
Nominations will remain open
until April 27. Forms are
available at the Students
Association office, Room DM-20
or between the Crazy Ox and the
Buffalo Cafeteria (12:00-1:00)
during the nomination period. NO
campaigning is allowed during
nomination week.
Campaigning starts April 30
and runs until May 7. On May 7
from 11:00 to 1:00 speeches will
be held. Location will be announced later. More information
regarding campaign conduct will
be available with the nomination
forms.

Election day will be May 8 from
10:00 to 3:00. Location of the polls

will be announced later.
Some changes have been made
in the duties and titles of the
executive positions. With the
discontinuing of the Public
Relations position the VicePresident has now assumed the
duties of public relations, but is
no longer an ex officio member of
all organizations and clubs.
The Secretary-Treasurer
position has been changed to
Treasurer and has taken over the
Vice-President's responsibilities
regarding clubs and
organizations. The Publications
Director position has undergone
a name change and become
CommunicatiOns Director. More
information regarding job
descriptions is on page 2 Campus

Calendar.
There is no official training
time when the old executive and
the new work together. The new
executive learn their duties while
working over the summer. SA
President Tony Militano believes
this system is better because the
new executive gets a chance to
decide on its own ways of doing
things. Going with the job of
being president during the school
year is a full time job of planning
for next year.
One issue that may cause some
controversy is newspaper
coverage of the elections. According to the Association bylaws, "The Projector shall not at
any time endorse, recommend or
censure any student member who
is a candidate for any position
that is open."

Rebels accept well-deserved trophy after winning the Senior B Provincial basketball title.
photo: Al Moore
•

Council supports evaluations
by Michael Balagus

Red River's Student Council
unanimously passed a motion
supporting published course and
instructor evaluations at their
last council meeting.
The unanimous support of all
sections of the college gives the
SA executive the mandate they
need to begin negotiations for the
introduction of published
evaluations.
The SA executive will now meet
to draw up a brief to be presented
to the Academic Council at its
next meeting, scheduled for some
time next week.
Should the Academic Council
approve the SA recommendation,
college director Brian Angood
will then meet with his executive
to make a final decision.
"Right now I'm sitting on the
fence," said Angood. "I'll wait
until I've heard all the arguments
then make my decision," he
continued.
Angood did however hint at a
possible compromise, whereby
the Student Association would
have access to anonymous
evaluations administered by the
college.
SA president Tony Militano is

would be evaluated by their
students and the confidential
forms would then be discussed
with the department head and
instructor involved. "When the
college first opened a lot of the
instructors were new at teaching.
We felt publishing results of
evaluations would inhibit the
development of these instructors.
Many didn't have the confidence
to deal with published
evaluations," said Angood.
Angood suggested that perhaps
it is time for a change of
philosophy and that it could well
be published evaluations would
now be useful.
The Projector surveyed 100
RRCC students to see how they

felt about evaluations. 95 per cent
of the students surveyed felt they
should be evaluating their instructors and courses. Only 29
per cent approved of the current
system under which the results of
evaluations are not published.
An interesting fact revealed by
our survey was that 57 per cent of
students surveyed had never
done a written evaluation of their
course, subject or instructor. The
total evaluations done were 128
out of an estimated number of
subjects numbering in the
thousands.
The Student Association will be
doing their own survey on the
issue and will include the results
in their brief to be presented to
the Academic Council.
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suggested by Mr. Angood and will
continue to work for evaluations
all students will have access to.
The evaluation system
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not happy with the compromise

p ofo Bemmuer
Chief Returning Officer Ken Stoyka says, 'vote or else.'

when the college was first
opened. According to Angood it
was designed as a developmental
method of evaluation. Instructors
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Crazy Ox axes porn
ft

Video 79 The ROMs

et,

Freebie Film Festival
Burt Reynolds in "The End"

11-1 daily

Wed. April 18

April 17.19

4-6pm, and 7.9pm

Warren Farrell speaks on
"Mens Liberation"
Wed. April 18
12:00 noon
Tower Lounge

Video 6 79 Rod Stewart and Superman

White Lecture Theatre

Social featuring "One Horse Blue"
Fri. April 27
8.lam South Gym
Admission 3.50

April 23-26
11-1 daily

Notice
Elections: Job Descriptions
Duties of the President
1. Shall be the chief executive officer of the
Association.
2. Shall be an ex officio member of all committees and suborganizations of the
Association.
3. Shall call and preside over all meetings of
the Association, Council, and Executive
Committee and shall have a thorough understanding of the by-laws and Roberts Rules of
Order.
4. Shall have knowledge of and report to
Council on all Association business ventures.
5. Shall have direct control over the actions
and decisions of the Business Manager of the
Association.
6. Shall serve as the chief liason officer of the
Association with the Administration and
Faculty of the Red River Community College.
7. Shall perform those duties incidental to the
office of President or as may from time to time
be required of him or her by the Council.
Duties of the Executive Vice•President
1. Shall in the absence, illness, or incapacity
of the President, perform the duties of the
President.
2. Shall have a thorough understanding of the
by-laws and of Roberts Rules of Order.
3. External public relations in community in
conjunction with staff and administration.
4. Liason officer with SA alumni.
Duties of the Treasurer
1. Shall be responsible for the care and
custody of all monies, securities, notes, and
other assets of the Association.
2. Shall ensure that adequate insurance
coverage for the Association is provided.
3. Shall ensure that proper financial records
and reports are prepared.
4. Shall ensure that the Association budget is
prepared and presented in accordance with the
by-laws.
5. Shall be responsible for the administration
of the budget.
6 Shall ensure that proper financial and administrative procedures and controls are
followed.
7. Shall preside as chairperson of the Finance
Committee.

8. Shall call at least one meeting of the
Finance Committee to review the affairs of the
Sinking Fund and make recommendations to
Council.
9. Shall cause minutes of the prceedings of all
meetings of the Executive Committee, Council
and members of the Association to be entered
formally and retained for safe-keeping.
10. Shall be an ex officio member of all subcommittees and suborganizations of the
Association.
11. Shall ensure that all committees and
suborganizations are functioning within the
terms of the by laws.
12. Shall perform such other duties as are
incident to his or her office or may be required
of him or her from time to time by Council.
Duties of the Sports Director
1. Shall co-ordinate and be responsible for all
inter-collegiate and intra-collegiate athletic
activities in conjunction with the Assistant
Sports Director and the Administration and
Athletic Director.
2. Shall be responsible for long-range planning of sports activities considering, at all
times, the future of athletics at Red River
Community College.
3. Shall prepare a sports budget.
4. Shall appoint an Assistant Sports Director
(of the opposite sex) to work in conjunction with
the Sports Director.
5. Shall act as Chairman of sports committees
as required.
6. Shall ensure that the Public Relations
Department is aware of all sports activities.
Duties of Communications Director
1. Shall be responsible for the publication of
the Association newspaper, the Association
yearbook, the Student Handbook, and the
Student Telephone Directory.
2. Shall gather and compile the necessary
information for the publication of the Student
Handbook and the Student Telephone Directory.
3. Shall prepare the Communications Budget.
4. Shall make recommendations to the
Executive Committee concerning the selection
of commercial services necessary for Communications Dept.
5. Shall supervise and co-ordinate all CMOR
operations.

by Darlene Kanski and Kim
Trynacity
The students of RRCC will no
longer come face to face with
Bunnies of Canada when looking
for a magazine in the Crazy Ox.
Sorry guys, but copies of Up
Front, Big Tops, and Top Heavy
have been moved to a more
discreet location so you'll have to
searach behind the Field and
Streams to find them.
These magazines and others
similar in photographic content
have been moved as the result of
protest by those embarrassed by
the display of such materials in
racks close to the regular
magazine carrels.
Crazy Ox manager John
Schillinger said there is no
written policy about what can or
can not be sold in the store.
Magazines such as Big Tops are
distributed by a company called
Wescan who are in the Skin
Magazine industry. Limited

quantities of the magazines are
bought by the store and those that
are not sold are returned.
Magazines in the Wescan line
are not big sellers. In January of
this year, only two copies each of
Big Tops, Bunnies of Canada and
Top Heavy were sold out of the ten
copies of each magazine
available.
Although many of the college
public, particularly women, were
repulsed by the display of
distastefully exposed breasts,
Mr. Schillinger did not find the
magazines offensive.
He also added that the store
was "not intentionally trying to
be sexist" by selling this type of
literature. The industry,
dominated by males, and aimed
at men, does not cater to women
with comparable female entertainment magazines. If there
were more magazines similar to
Playgirl Mr. Schillinger said the

store would carry them.
It was also pointed out to Mr.
Schillinger that the display of
such material could be deterring
many women in the college from
buying other magazines as they
prefer not to wade through the
congregation of males leafing
through the likes of Busting Out.
Point taken, Mr. Schillinger said
that he would personally see to it
that something was done to
alleviate the embarassment.
Pornography is in the eyes of
the beholder; thus censoring any
materials is left up to the individual and his own particular
tastes. There is obviously a
demand for such literature or
stores wouldn't be selling it. In
the future though, customers in
the Crazy Ox will not get a free
show every time they walk in.
Business is business.

Ex-Socred leader at RRCC
by Bob Armstrong
The three major political
parties are offering Canadians a
choice between being shot,
boiled, or fried in oil, according to
Lorne Reznowski, former
national leader of the Social
Credit party.
Reznowski, 59, was at RRCC
March 30 to speak to International Politics students on
the topic "The Relevance of
Social Credit in the 70's." He
spent an hour explaining Social
Credit's "funny money" policy
and then answered questions
from the audience.
The greatest problem in
Canada today is not unity but
money, he said. The public debt
in Canada is $187 billion and in
some provinces 1,/,1 of the
provincial income pays the
provincial debt. Most of this
deficit budgeting goes to provide
employment, he said.
Social Credit philosophy is
against job creation and in favor
of automation, since the same
amount of goods can now be
produced with far less people
working. Dangerous and
dehumanizing jobs can now be
done by machines, which, says
Reznowski, frees people for other
pursuits.

To make up for the loss in
wages, people will be paid
dividends in Canada Ltd, in
which every Canadian will be a
shareholder. The increased
profits of the automated industries will provide more
revenue for the government, who
will pass it on to the consumer in
the form of dividends and reverse
sales tax.
Social Credit says money can
be made without borrowing.
Established financers have
called this "funny money."
"Money is anything people will
accept in exchange for goods,"
Reznowski said.
Being clear of debt is the
cornerstone of Social Credit
thinking. Reznowski said a
country cannot be sovereign and
borrow money at the same time.
He said Quebec would not be
independent if it left Canada
since the province is owned by
the Chase Manhattan Bank. The
current financial system with
deficit spending and bank control
is a hoax designed only to work in
a state of crisis, he said. Reznowski added that "worry over
money is sucking the heart and
soul out of Canada."
Though the Social Credit party
is hardly in a position to test its
utopian beliefs by forming the

next government, there is strong
indication the party is on an
upswing.
The newly elected leader of the
Social Credit Quebec wing,
Fabien Roy, is a popular Quebec
nationalist who could help to take
away many of the Liberals'
Quebec seats. There are now 11
SoCred MP's but Reznowski feels
the SoCreds could, with Parti
Quebecois and Union Nationale
support, win 15 to 20 seats in
Quebec.
In the west, campaigning on
monetary reform, the SoCreds
have a chance in Lethbridge, Red
Deer and Fraser Valley East,
says Reznowski.
In hard times populist parties
often gain power. In the
Depression Social Credit swept
Alberta and held it for over 30
years. At the turn of the century
in the United States, the Populist
Party almost sent William
Jennings Bryan to the White
House, on an anti-bank platform.
If the Social Credit Party
succeeds in getting a number of
seats in the election, Reznowski
will not be one of them. He has
quit active politics, although he
will do some campaigning for the
party.

Pawley on human rights
by Bob Armstrong
"We are living in the best of
times and we are living in the
worst of times," says Howard
Pawley, provincial NDP leader.
Pawley was at RRCC Fri. April 6
to speak on human rights both in
Canada and in Chile, a country he
visited last December.
Pawley began by saying in
some countries this is the best
time every for human rights,
while in others it is the worst. One
of the worst human rights
violators, he said, has been the
Pinochet regime in Chile.
Members of the Manitoba
Chilean community asked
Pawley to go to Chile to investigate the disappearance of
eight relatives, among tie 2,000
who have vanished since
Pinochet took power in 1973. With
Pawley was a 69 year old man
whose son had been apprehended
by the secret police and not seen
since. Pawley and the man had
several meetings to find out the
fate of the vanished people.
One of the first meetings was
with three women whose
husbands and sons had been
taken away by police. The women
were actively trying to find out
the fate of their families. Pawley
said these women are courageous
in the face of torture and death.
Next Pawley met the President
of the Supreme Court, who told
him political prisoners are
outside the jurisdiction of the
courts. According to Chile's
constitution, the army is allowed
virtually unlimited power in
cases involving political
prisoners.
Pawley met with the Justice
Minister, a relative of Pinochet's,
who admitted that since the

military coup some mistakes had
been made by police. The
Minister promised to check and
see what happened to the old
man's son, but never did, according to Pawley, who described
the meetings as "a PR move by
government."
The fate of the man's son was
finally discovered when the exJustice Minister from before the
coup told them the son had been
taken to a torture villa in the
capital and killed.
According to Pawley, Chile was
not always like that. For 150
years it was the most stable
democracy in South America and
was referred to as the Switzerland of South America. The
recent violations of human rights
are related to our conduct, he
said.
Before the military coup of
1973, the Chilean government was
planning on nationalizing the
copper industry, which resulted
in international bankers
withholding $25 million in loans.
Since the coup, the Pinochet
regime has received $125 million.
Pawley said if the multinationals
were to pull out their Chilean
investments they could bring the
dictatorship to its knees.
Pawley said if the Canadian
Prime Minister and Justice
Minister went to Chile "they
could do wonders" in stopping
human rights violations.
Canada is not totally free of
human rights violations, according to Pawley. The War
Measures Act, which gives
special powers to police, should
be abolished, and alleged RCMP
wrong-doings are also a major
issue in human rights, Pawley
said.

USED RECORD SALE ! ! !
April 18, 19 and 20
Here's how to Turn your
old discs into dollars!
Bring your albums to the college on April 4 - 12. A drop-off booth will be set-up outside the student
bookstore between 11 a.m. and 1 p.m. An A.M.S. member will receive your records, help you price them
and issue you a receipt listing your records and their selling price. After the sale, bring the receipt back
and we'll return any unsold records along with your revenue less a 15% charge for our service.

SPONSORED BY:

The Administrative Management Society - College Chapter

Don't Miss The
Super Savings
albums ranging from
99; to $3.99
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...But what about safety.

by Bill Redekop

Carbon dioxide from coal plants
could also alter the climate. By
creating a "greenhouse" effect
(where the heat is trapped on the
surface of the earth rather than
escaping into space) temperature could be increased to
such a high level it would melt
glaciers which in turn would
raise the sea level and reduce
land area by as much as 64 per
cent.

I'm no fool, no sirree,
I'm going to live to be
ninety-three
play it safe with nuclear
energy,
'Cause I'm no f0000l.
Bill Redekop and Jiminy
Cricket

With the recent crisis at the
nuclear energy plant in
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, a
great deal of public confusion
and anxiety was created.
While pregnant women and
young children were
evacuated from nearby
towns, protests against
nuclear energy began to take
shape around the United
States. A mild hysteria had
begun. We were not playing
with fire, we were playing
with radiation. There was
going to be a nuclear
holocaust, sure enough,
sooner or later. Thousands
would die, sometime,
somewhere.

There can be no doubt about the
danger the Harrisburg incident
presented. The freak accident,
caused by a combination of
human and mechanical errors,
presented scientists with a
problem they weren't prepared
for. But it is also true that the
danger was widely blown out of
proportion. Don Stock, nuclear
engineer for Manitoba Hydro,
called most of the stories that
came from Harrisburg
"ridiculous." He blamed the
stories on a "sensationalist
press" and a poor job of informing the public by the US
Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
The reason for President Carter's
visit to Harrisburg, according to
Stock, was to tell workers at the
plant to "stop talking to the
public, you're only scaring
them." Carter them immediately
promoted a spokesman to explain
to the public the real story.
What Carter's visit demonstrated is one of the main
dilemmas facing the nuclear
industry: • the public's panic
reaction to the word nuclear. It
demonstrated this lack of public
understanding about radiation.
Too many stories of imagined
disasters came out of
Harrisburg. Too many ifs,
possibilities, and doubts that only
caused people to worry and
become emotional.
There are two good reasons
why we should know more about
nuclear power: (1) It deals with
radioactive panicles which are
highly lethal, and (2) it will be
providing our electricity in the
near future.
Nuclear reactors have been
operating for almost 30 years and
today are producing power in 44
nations around the world including Canada. In Ontario,
nuclear power currently
produces 28 per cent of the
electricity and will certainly
produce more in the future.
Canada currently has ten nuclear
reactors in operation, all in
Ontario, while six more are
presently under construction,
four in Ontario one in Quebec
and one in New Brunswick.
(Manitoba has a nuclear reactor
research plant in Pinawa but it
does not produce energy.)

There are no
alterrealistic
natives to nuclear
energy.

CANDU Reactor: considered to be one of the safest in the world.
Nuclear power is produced
from heavy elements in the
earth's crust, such as uranium,
which have isotopes that can be
split, or fissioned (the splitting of
atoms). When the nucleus of
these atoms are split, the
fragments remaining weigh less
than the original whole. The loss
in mass turns into energy. When
atoms are split in a controlled
chain reaction, an even supply of
heat is pi- oduced.

Too many stories of
imagined disaster
came out of
Harrisburg.
A nuclear reactor basically
controls this nuclear fission chain
reaction. Both Stock and Dr.
McKee, U of M Director of the
Cyclotron (atom smashing
device), agree that Canada's
Candu reactor is one of the safest
and most sensible in the world.
The Harrisburg accident could
not have happened with Candu,
McKee states. And even if it had,
radioactive materials could not
have poured onto the floor of the
reactor as they did in Harrisburg.
With Candu, a sump pump would
have piped the substances into a
storage building out of harm's
way.
Another safety feature of
Candu is its use of natural
uranium compared with enriched
uranium used in American
reactors. The main difference is
natural uranium does not get as
hot as enriched uranium, making
it easier to handle. Candu
reactors also allow the
replacement of spent fuel rods
without disturbing power
production. In American reactors, production must be halted to
make replacements.
Both McKee and Stock are
quick to point out that nuclear
plants are not nuclear bombs and
cannot explode. That's not to say
something inside a plant couldn't
explode, namely a boiler, but if it
were to happen, no radioactivity
would be able to escape. Both
men also call ridiculous the
fictitious China Syndrome that
says radioactive material could
melt through the earth all the

way to China. Radioactive
particles can't even melt through
a plant's 31/4 foot thick floor.
But the nuclear industry still
involves many dangers. One
concern is the transportation of
uranium and radioactive waste.
Much time and money has gone
into insuring safe transportation.
In Britain a truck was invented to
keep radioactive material intact
in case of accident. The truck has
withstood tests that include being
rammed by a train, and being
covered in fire and dropped 30
feet. A railway car similarly built
was driven into concrete at 80
mph and was barely dented.
A major concern of the nuclear
industry is what to do with
nuclear waste from plants. The
fact that radioactive waste takes
an average of 800 years to reach a
safe level has forced researchers
to move with extreme care. In
Canada, waste is being stored in
large pools of water inside
nuclear plants where it is safe.
Other countries, including the
US, have not been as careful and
have even been careless
disposing of these fatal substances.

Nuclear reactors
have
been
operating
for
almost 30 years.
A solution appears to be in
sight. The plan calls for mixing
the radioactive waste with
melted glass then letting the
glass harden into solid blocks.
Glass has been discovered to be a
good insulator of radiation as
well as durable enough to stand
the test of time. These glass
blocks would then be sealed in
metal containers. These containers would be buried 3,000 feet
below the earth's surface in
carefully chosen rock.formations
that haven't moved in hundreds
of thousands of years.

Stock feels this method of
storing is very promising. Even if
radioactive particles were to
escape in years to come, water
beneath the ground could not
carry them far because of
radiation's magnetic attraction
to rock. If water, which moves
very slowly underground, was to
move one meter every year, the
stored waste would move only an
estimated 3 per cent or 3 cm in
the same time span.

Nuclear plants are
not nuclear bombs
and cannot explode.
Plutonium 239 is another
matter. This element, found in
nuclear waste, has a life-span of
2,500 years. Plutonium, however,
makes up a very small portion of
waste, only .28 per cent. Stock
believes that plutonium should be
extracted from waste and
reprocessed for fuel. This
presently is not being done.
Plutonium's endurance makes it
too dangerous to store in the
earth.
The United States has a far
greater problem with nuclear
waste because the majority of its
waste (88 per cent) comes from
nuclear weapons. In Canada, the
amount of waste is still
negligible, affording us time to
make the right decision.
There are no realistic alternatives to nuclear energy. The
use of oil, the National Research
Council predicts, will start to fall
off by 1990 and will be used to only
half of its present capacity. By
2000, it will be running out, the
same date set for the expiration
of hydro-electricity in Manitoba.
Coal, an energy source Canada
once relied on 50 years ago, is ian
alternative with limitations. Coal
over the years has proven to be at
least as dangerous as nuclear
energy with a fatality rate many
times higher than nuclear. Coal is
also filthy, emitting sulphur
dioxide, a cause of respiratory
problems such as bronchitis,
emphysema and lung cancer.

Solar power has frequently
been touted as the energy of the
future but most experts do not
agree. Costs and space needed
for installation are too great.
R.G. Hart, Vice-President of the
Whiteshell Nuclear Research
Establishment, says "to satisfy
the electricity needs of Toronto, a
solar-powered plant would
require an area of well over 100
square miles." Stock, of
Manitoba Hydro, says the
electric bill for solar power would
be almost 30 times more than for
nuclear. Installation, fueling, and
the availability of the sun make
solar pwoer an unrealistic
alternative.
What we are left with is nuclear
power. It is the cleanest,
cheapest, and could be the safest
form of energy available. It is the
energy source of the future.
But Harrisburg has taught us
we aren't yet ready to embark on
this new era. Improvements have
to be made, safety features reexamined. A slowdown in nuclear
development has already begun,
allowing for extensive reviews in
all areas of nuclear power. The
reason is simple: we can't afford
mistakes.

Manitoba already has one
nuclear research station in
Pinawa and we may be getting
another. Finance Minister
Donald Craik has put in a bid to
have a massive multi-billion
dollar nuclear fusion station, the
first of its kind, established in
Manitoba. Fusion (not fission,
which is the splitting of atoms) is
, a new and safer form of nuclear
power which involves joining
light atoms to produce energy.
During SALT talks a year ago,
the US and Russia agreed to unite
their money and technology to
establish the first fusion station.
Two neutral countries- Canada
and Finland- are being touted as
sites for this international joint
venture. Japan and the European
Economic Community are also a
part of the joint study.
In 1974, a Manitoba Hydro
policy stated the first nuclear
power plant in Manitoba would be
in service no later than 1988.
Stock says this projection has
been altered and a nuclear plant
is not expected in the province
until the year 2000. Three sites for
possible nuclear reactors have
already been selected: McCarthur Falls on Winnipeg River,
Fort Alexander east of Lake
Winnipeg, and Selkirk.

by Chris Carlota
August 6, 1945. Hiroshima,
Japan, World War Two. In an
effort to deal the decisive blow,
the United States of America
dropped the first atomic bomb to
be used against enemy forces on
the Japanese city, killing, injuring, and devastating 30,000
persons.
Late March, 1979. Harrisburg,
U.S.A., Nuclear development
race era. 950,000 residents are
forced to flee from the site of the
Three Mile Island nuclear power
plant in the .face of a possible
catastrophic meltdown of the
reactor's core, reportedly caused
by careless operation of the the
system's cooling mechanism.
In the thirty-four years since
the bombing miracle in
Hiroshima, the world has learned
to live with the nuclear
development age, albeit under a
shroud of mystery. Governments
around the world have had little
reason to hide the fact that we are
involved in a nuclear arms race,
in an apparent move toward
peace. They have, however,
neglected to answer our
questions regarding the domestic
use of nuclear energy and its
inherent dangers.
By 1990, world oil consumption
will have dropped, and in most of
North America hydro-electric
power will have exhausted itself.
Coal has proved to be unhealthy
to the individual as well as the
general environment, due to
sulphur oxide emissions from
coal generating plants; solar
power, with its inadequate
research funds, is still in its infantile stages as a possible
alternative. Tidal power, wind
power, and biomass (wood) have
been disregarded by most experts.

core melt in 1955. In 1961, at the
same plant, another reactor core
melted and caused, an explosion
which killed three men. Their
heads and hands were so
irradiated that they had to be cut
off and buried separately in lead
lined caskets.

Their heads and
hands were so
irradiated,
they
were
buried
separately...

increase in infant mortality in the
area surrounding the Dresden 1
nuclear reactor, which during the
same time had experienced
higher than normal gas
emissions. He argued there was a
direct correlation between the
two increases. Public health
officials called the charges
preposterous, but have offered no
other explanation.
Ontario Hydro has recently
denied any public danger
resulting from three separate
malfunctions or defective
machinery operations in two of
its plants. Douglas Point's
reactor, near Owen Sound, had
been reported to have unsafe
reactor cooling systems, which
,
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operating, a person living within
a 25 mile radius would have one
chance in 5 billion each year of
dying.
The Rasmussen Report purposely excluded the possibility of
sabotage in its study, and is
hardly reassuring, as Novick
puts it.

Government has
refused to answer
questions regarding nuclear safety.
The only other source of power
deemed viable as the world's
next major energy alternative,
some scientists say, is nuclear.
What these scientists and other
nuclear proponents don't say is
that they may be dealing with an
energy monster so complex and
potentially destructive that even
they cannot guarantee against
something much worse that the
Harrisburg catastrophe happening.
Over the past thirty years,
reported nuclear accidents,
denials, and apparent government cover-ups have led to a
controversy which has left the
general public in a state of mass
confusion and occasionally,
panic. Dr. Phil Cockshutt,
Director of Energy Projects for
the NRC (National Research
Council) says there have been
only three deaths related to
nuclear research over the past
thirty years. He reports that only
fifteen incidents have occurred
during this period, and only five
of these should qualify as accidents.
Recurring news reports from
other sources, however, seem to
question the validity of these
statements. Although nuclear
reactors cannot explode like a
bomb, a total melting of the fuel
elements within the core is
possible in abnormal situations.
The United States Central Intelligiance Agency (CIA) and two
Soviet physicists say that
something happened at a reactor
in the Ural Mountains of Russia
in the late 1950's which
devastated hundreds of square
kilometers of land and may have
killed hundreds of people.
Another report says a fastbreeder reactor, the type used in
the U.S., had its Idaho-based fuel

Despite the occurrence of two
major accidents, the controversial reactor began to
produce electricity in 1966. Some
ten minutes after its initial
operation, however, everything
went wrong. It was discovered
that the fuel core had partially
melted. This meant that the
Idaho reactor was literally a time
bomb; it had experienced a
`maximum creditable accident'
which scientists had claimed was
impossible. Under these conditions, the core could have exploded once again or literally
melted its way through the
cement floor.

The Idaho reactor
had experienced an
accident never
thought possible...
In Port Hope, Ontario,
Canadian Army survey teams
discovered that beaches and part
of the town near its reactor site
were radioactive. The survey
was done in 1951, yet the findings
were not released by government
officials until 1976, twenty-five
years later. Nothing has yet been
done to remove the radioactive
wastes, or to protect the citizens
of Port Hope.
In a Pennsylvania inquiry into
nuclear safety, Dr. Ernest J.
Sternglass, Professor of
Radiation Physics at University
of Pittsburgh, testified that
Illinois health records for the
years 1964-66 show a 141 percent

are integral in preventing a
meltdown. Ontario Hydro says
this has since been fixed.
At the Pickering reactor site, 25
miles from downtown Toronto,
defective pressure tubes were
discovered late last year. Again,
Hydro officials claimed there
was no public danger, and that
the problem had been rectified.
Recurring news reports of
heavy water spills into Lake
Ontario from the same, reactor
have not been denied, but Hydro
officials do not consider this or
the pressure tube leaks as accidents. ("Heavy" water is the
type used by Canadian reactors
as a moderator within the core
system.)
In his highly-informative book,
The Electric War (Sierra Club
Books, 1976), Sheldon Novick
reveals the results of studies
conducted on the possible effects
of a major nuclear reactor accident.

The Rassmussen
hardly
Report
reassuring' - author
- expert S. Novick.
The Rasmussen Report, which
is the United States' most recent
study undertaken, concludes that
the chances of a major accident
occurring are one in 17 thousand
per reactor per year. For the 100
reactors considered by the study,
over the 30 years they can be
expected to operate, the chance
of a fuel meltdown is therefore
about one in sit. The study says
that if 100 reactors were

In an earlier report, the 1964
Brookhaven Study, results indicated that if a major nuclear
accident were to occur, 45,000
people would die, 100,000 would
be injured, and the catastrophe
would result in $17 billion
damage. This report was

In a nuclear accident 45,000 could
die, 100,000 could
be injured.
withheld from the public for nine
years until the U.S. Freedom of
Information Act forced its
release. The effects of lower
doses of radiation to individuals
are not taken into account by the
study. People not killed or immediately injured in a nuclear
accident could possible become
victims of leukemia, cancer, and
other ailments; women subjected
to radiation could bear mutant
children.
Novick's up-to-date, objective
viewpoint illustrates the crux of
the problem; although the
chances of a reactor meltdown
may be slim, according to the
Rasmussen Report, the recent
Harrisburg incident has happened; governments and
scientists may have to begin reexamining their motives and
research the safety aspect of the
nuclear device rather than
developing its effectiveness in
other areas.

It is these same politicians and
physicists who must decide how
to cope with another great
problem of nuclear energy
development- the disposal of
radioactive waste to a safe,
confined area without damaging
the environment of that area.
Up to now, governments have
come under sharp criticism
throughout the world for their
less than ideal solutions to the
problem. The British have been
piping low-level effluent into the
Irish Sea. The United States,
from 1946 to 1970, dumped tens of
thousands of canisters of lowlevel nuclear trash into the
Atlantic Oceaan 120 miles east of
the Maryland-Delaware coast,
and into the Pacific 35 miles west
of San Francisco.
Suggestions that nuclear waste
should be thrust into space have
been dismissed as too costly by
experts; other storage
possibilites would have a
detrimental effect to the environment, scientists say.
Despite ever-increasing opposition - to nuclear energy
development, at least 44 nations
throughout the world have
initiated nuclear development
research. By the middle of 1978,
22 countries had already licensed
some 220 reactors, and an additional 320 were under construction or on order. Many of
these countries are undeveloped,
seeking perhaps recognition as
world powers in the nuclear
weapons industry. India's explosion of a 15 kiloton nuclear
bomb in 1974, with materials
from a Canadian designed and
engineered peaceful "research"
reactor shocked the world, and
brought us all one step closer to
apocalypse.
The threat of sabotage in these
underdeveloped, terror-ridden
countries cannot be overlooked.
Argentina, South Korea,
Pakistan and several others are
presently experimenting with
nuclear technology supplied by
countries such as Canada and
West Germany. Although most of
these nations list peaceful intentions, one cannot altogether
discount the possibility of various
terrorist groups abducting large
enough amounts of plutonium 239
to construct a crude form of
nuclear weaponry.

Harrisburg and
Murphy's Law, 'if
something can go
wrong, it will.'
It is clear that events during
and preceeding the Three Mile
Island vigil add up to a colossal
affirmation of Murphy's Law,
which states in its simplest form
"If something can go wrong, it
will." To a nuclear believer, the
Harrisburg inciderit was impossible in the first place. The
odds against a nuclear accident
will remain ridiculously low, just
as they were before the Pennsylvania mishap.
That the possibility of a major
nuclear accident remains should
be of prime concern to world
governments, even in the face of
the impending energy shortage of
the 1990's. Surely the government's task is to find a solution to
this problem without endangering the lives of its citizens.
Society's most important
resource.
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None of your
business but
by Bob Armstrong
Well, I see those fatcats down in Ottawa have decided to squander more of the taxpayers hard earned

Mums the word

iby Michael Balagus
Earn extra money in your spare time. See the world and be your own
boss. Now you too can earn over $100 a month and never leave the
comfort of your living room. Become a Student Association executive.
Experience not necessary and probably a liability. Apply in person
room DM 20 RRCC.
But seriously folks- nominations for the 1979-80 Student Association
executive opened today and Uncle Rebel wants you. In case you
haven't heard first year Business Administration is not a prerequisite
for an SA position. If you are interested and feel you can contribute
then get your name on a ballot. It's democracy in action Red River
style and it only works if people participate. It's your SA and if you
don't get involved in its selection then don't get involved in its
criticism. So get out and get involved. Speak up and let the candidates
know what you think about them and the issues.
That is, unless you are a Projector staff person. In that case all you
are allowed to do is watch and tell the student body what wonderful
candidates they have to choose from. Sorry but that's the law of the
land. If you want objective and at times critical analysis of the student
elections I'm afraid you may have to look elsewhere.
According to the Student Association by-laws we at the Projector
are wards of the state and as such cannot at any time "endorse,
recommend or censure any student member who is a candidate for
any position that is open."
Since under the current system the Student Association is not only
ultimately responsible for anything the Projector does but also controls our funds, hires and fires us, pays our salaries, and controls our
equipment. we have to think twice before biting the hand that feeds us.
It's a poor system and the SA agrees. It's a system which must be
changed and the SA agrees. From where I sit I feel very uncomfortable knowing that if the people at the SA don't like what I'm
writing they can fire me or withhold Projector funds.
From where SA president Tony Militano sits he feels very uncomfortable every time people come to his office looking to lynch him
for things that have appeared in the Projector. It's been tried.
From where you the student sit it is essential to know you are
reading objective news, printed with no strings attached. It's being
done.
What is needed is a semi-autonomous Projector with guaranteed
funding and the right to elect its own editorial staff. The SA needs a
system whereby they can't be held responsible for articles appearing
in the Projector. If this issue is not resolved by the end of this year, and
its highly possible it won't be, then an autonomous Projector will
become an election issue and we at the Projector ask that you pay
close attention to what candidates have to say about it. For your sake
as much as ours.

Biffy budget cut?

This letter is in reference to the
disgusting condition of washroom
facilities here at the college.
Every time I walk into a
washroom I get the urge to walk
right out and wait til I get home to
finish the business.
For one thing the smell in the
washrooms is bad enough to
make you throw up. It's
especially upsetting if you go in
there after eating in the Buffalo.
What's the matter here? Is the
smell so bad the people cleaning
them can't stand it?
Soap is never available and
clean towels are not provided.
Since September I don't think the

ur
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floors have been washed or the
walls scrubbed. On those walls is
the lowest form of human intelligence. It just goes to show
that little things amuse little
minds. Come on you racist
hypocrits clean up your act and
save your graffiti for your
washrooms at home.
Instead of writing on the walls
why not express your feelings (if
they're intelligent enough) to the
Projector. And about the
washrooms how about shaping
.them up. We are not back in the
days of outhouses (although it
feels like it).
Tony Mariani
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NOW ABOUT ELECTION c....

Dear Editor:

The Projector

money in yet another unwanted and unasked for exercise- an election.
Hell, it was bad enough when those bleeding hearts started doing things like giving money to old people,
but then they had to spend billions of taxpayers dollars making bilingual signs and forcing that bloody
French language down our throats. And then they gave us that bloody metric system with celcius or
whatever they call it. You know, all last summer I wore my parka because the stupid weatherman kept
saying it was twenty degrees outside.
So now we're expected to foot the bill so our leaders can fly around the country for free. It seems to me this
government has its priorities all mixed up. It's like my favourite objective journalist Prick Grant says,' they
spend billions on hospitals but they won't even spend a lousy five million on an arena for our Jets.' I guess the only way we can get a government that listens to John Q. Public is to vote it in, but who are we to
vote for? In the last two weeks the only people Trudeau hasn't insulted are Bulgarian dwarves. Oh, I've just
been handed a bulletin:
Toronto (CP )-In a speech to Toronto's Bulgarian dwarf community Monday, Prime Minister Trudeau said
they are 'a bunch of slimy, little foreigners who smell like dogey-doo.' When asked by journalists to explain

Welcome to Red River Community College's 1979 Open House!
Our theme for this year is Directions 79. It has offered our students an opportunity to
show how they feel their occupation will develop into the 80's.
The Students Association will provide professional entertainment during Open House
in the Cave (Building D, Mall level). Also, there will be Readers' Theatre performances in
the Black Lecture Theatre. Performance times will be posted throughout the college and
are available at information booths.
Below is a list of the various departments of the college and where you'll find them and
their demonstrations. To assist you, we've put a map of the college on the back page of
this issue of The Projector. If you still get lost, feel free to ask at any Information Booth.
Students are there to help you.
In the following two pages you will find articles and pictures depicting some of the
many facilities and activities available to students at RRCC.
Welcome to our Open House!

Welcome to the halls of RRCC.
Building A

his comment the Prime Minister kicked Vancouver Sun writer Allen Fotheringham in the solar plexus.

As for Joke Lark, doctors do not expect him to recover after ripping and landing in a Bengal tiger trap. And
as for Ed Broadbent, well, I'm a reasonable guy and I think everyone is entitled to his own opinion, but
anyone who votes for godless communism should be fed to my piranhas.
As a result of this lack of candidates worth voting for, many voters are planning on staying away from the
polls or writing in the name of someone they feel is a better alternative. Mickey Mouse, for example.
In fact, I was even planning on not voting in this, my first federal election, until, while reading the Free
Press's Betchadidntknow column, I discovered all one needs to run in a federal election is fifty dollars and
100 signatures. Well, I ran down to the courthouse, paid my deposit, bought some campaign supplies, and
canvassed the students of RRCC for my 100 sponsors, and soon I was an offical candidate.
It is with great pride, then, that I announce the formation of the Sex, Drugs, and Wholesale Destruction
party. Now I know many of you are going to say 'the world's going to hell on a handcart now', but this is not
true. We of the SD and WD are not just another bunch of long haired, radical, decadent, commie-pinko-fagjunkies who would like to see society go down the tubes.
Under the watchful eyes of our newly elected leader Ted Bezpalko, we have come up with a platform that
covers many of the important issues in Canada today.
-We would solve the problem of inaccessable education by raising tuition fees so much that no one could
afford to go to college, thus, nobody gets an unfair advantage.
-We would trade the United States Quebec in exchange for Aspen, Fort Lauderdale, and an NBA franchise
to be located in Winnipeg.
-We promise to keep rising prices down by forming Price Revue boards, government regulation of
unreasonabvle prices, and holding our breath until our faces turn purple.
-Our solution to the energy crisis is doubly brilliant in that it would also provide entertainment for millions
of Canadians. We would capture the entire population of Brazil and put them on a gigantic treadmill with a
soccer ball at one end. By hooking up the treadmill to generators, we would have enough electricity to play
'Smoke on the Water' at full volume on every stereo on Earth.
Ok, you say, you've got good ideas but how do I know you have a good leader? Well let me wipe away any
doubts you may have about Dr. Ted Bezpalko. He is a good man, a just and honest man. In many ways he
reminds people of Honest Abe Lincoln. I have personally seen him walk by a bank without robbing it.
Field Marshall Dr. Ted Bezpalko is a man with a mission. He dreams of the day he will guide this glorious
nation to peace and security and labours tirelessly to bring this about. An early riser, he rarely sleeps past
noon, unless he is tired, and often works into the wee hours of the afternoon.
President For Life Field Marshall Dr. Ted Bezpalko is a man of simple pleasures. He doesn't like expensive fancy restaurants, but would rather spend a fun evening in the back alley with 'the boys.'
And what part do I play in the glorious plan of President For Life Field Marshall Dr. Ted Bezpalko VC DSO
PhD OBE? I have been given the glorious duty of being His Majesty's Minister of Propa..00ps...Communication, a great honour that certainly beats have my nosehairs plucked.
And so with May 22, election day, fast approaching Canadians must decide, do they want to have to go
through this hassle of marking an X on a ballot in another four years, or would they rather get rid of this
wasteful and useless exercise once and for all?
(PS to sponsors-That was just a sample, if we win it's real Columbian)

Mailbox
Dear Editor:

Civil Tech. student protests

Recently there has been a rash
of articles in The Projector
relating to teacher evaluations
conducted by the students.
However they all relate to
Business Admin. students and
somehow pass over the
Technology students.
As a concerned Civil
Technology student in his fourth
and final term, I feel it is about
time that I spoke up about the
lack of initiative and concern of
some of the teachers in this
department. Not all of the
teachers in Civil Technology
have this attitude but I feel it
would be in poor taste to name
specific instructors. It is apparent to me that any teacher
who lacks the courtesy to inform
the class that he will be absent
from the next class because he
will be attending a seminar does
not warrant the respect given
him by the students.
My timetable states that
classes start at 8:00 a.m. Monday. However, on at least two
occasions this term instructors
have not shown up until after

lunch.
One instructor who holds an
important position in the
department has only shown up
for 60 per cent of his classes. The
least he could do is inform the
class when he is not showing up
so 35 people do not waste time
waiting.
In past weeks the instructors
are only appearing for 80 per cent
of the classes. This is way below
acceptable values, since each
instructor only has about 22 hours
of classes per week and earns ( I
mean makes) an average salary
of $21,000 per year. Based upon
class time only and 80 per cent
attendance record that works out
to about $29.80 per hour. Draw
your own conclusions.
The purpose of writing tests
and lab reports is to recall information about material taken
during a specific time period.
However in two separate fourth
term courses it has been six
weeks since the test was written
and no word when we are getting
it back.
Last week we were informed by

AB- Instrumentation Technology

Direct digital control of processes by computer
AB03 Instrumentation
Microwave Equipment
-

AB09- Civil Engineering Technology
Hydraulics
AB21- Barbering

Barbering and hairdressing demonstrations.
BB02 Child Care
Display and information
AB22-28- Nursing
Display of nursing activities
AB32 35 Civil Engineering Technology
Photogrammetry Lab
AB Main Corridor- Dental Assisting
Information and display
A Main Civil Club
Food sale in Foyer
A Main Day Care Service
Display and information
Open for service 1-5 Sunday
A112 Mechanical Engineering Technology
-

-

-

-

-

-

Classroom display
A116- Mechanical Engineering Technology

Metallurgy Lab
A118 Mechanical Engineering Technology
Non Destructive Lab.
Al20 Civil Technology
Soils lab
Al24 Mechanical Technology
Thermal power lab
-

-

-

-

A202- Electronic Engineering Technology

Computer devices
A203- Electronic Engineering Technology

A204 205 Electronic Engineering Technology
Student projects and labs
A211 Electronic Engineering Technology
Logic display and labs
A215 Electronic Engineering Technology
T.V.
A217 Electronic Engineering Technology
Radio Communications-Transmission
Line Measurements
-

-

-

-

-

A220 Electronic Engineering Technology
Student projects and labs
A208 Electonic Engineering Technology
Amateur Radio
A222 224 Electronic Engineering Technology.
Electrical displays
A226 Electronic Engineering Technology
Computer and programming displays
A232 Electronic Engineering Technology
Manufacturing methods course display
A273 Electronic Engineering Technology
Computer games
A303 Dental Assisting
•
Dental operating
A331 Medical Radiological Technology
Student Demonstrations in two X ray labs
A301 337 340 342 346 Medical Laboratory Technology
Clinical chemistry and histology labs
A414 416 Design and Drafting
Student displays
A401 Chemical Technology
Glass blowing
A425 Chemical Technology
Enter display area in A425 and exit A402
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Microwave equipment

Building B

-

-

-

Commercial and Industrial Sales,
Business Accounting

Information and Displays
CM Cave Students Association
Professional entertainment
Times will be posted.
CM Learning Resources Centre
LRC Directions- a look at a library from the past and a glimpse of an
LRC of the future
CM Photo Tech
(in LRC) Display of student work.
CM Canada Manpower
(in LRC) Display of computer choices terminal
Tower Lounge Adult Basic Education
-

-

-

-

-

-

Students Association

Videotape program
Support System for the Hearing Impaired

Info display with slide presentation, brochures and information,
TTY, Earmark, VTR display and mini tours for hearing impaired
persons.
Crazy Ox

The students' store discount prices
D316 Watch Repairs
CM FM Library Technicians
Student demonstrations
GM FM Creative Communications
VTR program and information booth
FM GM Evening Session
Information on programs
North Gym Physical Education and Athletics
Information on physical education, intramural and athletic
program.
Trampoline display Sunday 2-4 p.m.
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

FM72- Graphic Arts
Tour of operating area.
FM70 Advertising Art Life Studio
Exhibition of student work.
HM Health Centre
Open for emergency service.
-

B103 Refrigeration
B101 Mechanical Engineering Technology
Production shop
B118 Power Engineering
Power engineering lab
B102 Civil Engineering Technology
Physical testing lab
B107 Metals
B110 Machine Shop
B117 Sheet Metal
-

-

-

-

-

-

B119- Lathers
Annex 124 Woodworking
-

Student displays and activities
B131 Upholstery
B138 Masonry
B152 156, 161 Gas and Arc Welding
B175 Diesel Shop
B168 Auto Technician
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Assiniboine Inn

Food Service and Hotel and Restaurant Administration displays.
Black Lecture Theatre Creative Communications
Readers' Theatre performance of original material. Times will be
posted at info booths.
White Lecture Theatre- Hairdressing
Fashion display of hair styles and clothing from 1900 to future.
Times will be posted at info centres.
AM CM Medical Records
Diagonally opposite bookstore.
Display of student work.
-

-

-

Teacher Education

Information booth across from bookstore.
DM CM Business Education
Clerk typist, Clerical, Bookkeeping, Stenography, Secretarial
Science.
-

-

Building J

J105 Painting and Decorating
-

Building F

F302 310 Domestic Electronics
Black and White TV shop
F312 304 Industrial Electronics
Periodic demonstrations or equipment and instruments
F316 314 Radio Operating
Display of radio operating equipment and instruments. Ham radio
demonstrations.
F303-305- Color TV
Lab and demonstrations
F306 308 Telecommunications
Lab and demonstrations
-

-

-

-

-

-

Sincerely,
A Civil Tech student
(Name Withheld by Request)

-

Computer Centre Computer Analyst Programmer
Operator of Terminals
Computer print-out areas
DM18 Business Administration,

-

-

Mr. Hermanson, department
head, that any student who
misses five consecutive classes
would be expelled from the
course. I only wish this were true
for the instructors as well. Maybe
then the instructors would take
their jobs more seriously. As of
now the instructors' contract is
up for renewal and I hope the
employers take a long look at the
job performance of their employees.
Some people may surmise that
this is only the voice of a lone
dissident with a personal grudge
against some instructors but this
feeling is prevalent throughout
the Civil Technology student
body. With the Faculty of
Engineering, University of
Manitoba, in serious trouble, the
Civil department stands to gain
recognition. However, this will
never happen as long as the instructors continue to lack
initiative and concern as
demonstrated so clearly in fourth
term Civil Technology.

Mall- Lower Concourse
Buildings C,D,F,H.

J101-102- Autobody
J103- Welding
J104- Sprinkler-Fire Protection and Boiler Makers
J106- Gas-Steamfitting
J107- Architectural, Electrical, Machine, Mechanical Systems drafting

Drawings and-or models of typical student projects.

-

-

If you are interested in applying for a course at RRCC, applications
and additional information are available at the Information Centres.
The organizers of Open House would appreciae your evaluation of
the program. Please leave your comments at the information centres.
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Be Our Guest

Day care center
RRCC has its own day care
centre to accomodate parent
students. It has the facilities to
accept 30 children between the
ages of two and five.
The staff has weekly meetings
to plan a full program. The staffchild raio is very low so children
receive the quality of care they
need and desire.
Care is provided from 7:30 a.m.
to 6:00 p.m.
The program seeks to develop
not just one part, but the "whole
child." Through many varied
planned activities, the child
grows physically, mentally,

socially and emotionally. He is
able to express himself freely in a
free environment, and is able to
choose the activities which
provide the most interest for him.
Activities include music,
drama, story telling, creative
activities, painting, sand and
water table, large and small
muscle development, cooking,
outdoor play, gym, creative
media, educational toys, and
more. Field trips to various
places play an important role in
the program.
Day Care at RRCC has earned
itself a good reputation, and for
good reason.

The Assiniboine Inn serves many conferences and
banquets. When it is open it serves the best food in the
college. Prices are higher than in the cafeterias but still
reasonable. photo: Berringer

One of the most important
things to find out about a new
place is where to get food. This is
a quick rundown of the places in
the college where food is
available.
ASSINIBOINE INN: The Inn is
located at the end of Building B,
where it joins the Mall, opposite
the Health Centre. It offers table
service and has the best food in
the college. It also has the highest
prices, but they're still fairly
reasonable. This is a training
centre for Hotel-Motel
Management and Chef Training
students, so there are no set
hours or days that it is open.
Daily menus and hours are
posted by the doors. Reservations
are accepted, and often are the
only way of insuring you'll get a
seat, as the Inn is usually pretty
full when it's open.
VOYAGEUR INN: This cafeteria
is located between Building A and
Building B on the Plaza level (one
floor up from the Mall). Prices
are good and so is the food. It is a
step above the Buffalo, using real
dishes and small tables as opposed to a long-table 'lunchroom'
atmosphere. It is open from 11:00
a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
PRAIRIE ROOM LUNCH AND
SNACK BAR: This is mainly a
bag lunch area with vending
machines and pinball games,
open all day and evening. There

is a lunch counter section open
from 11:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. for
lunches and between 10:00-10:45
a.m. and 2:00-2:30 p.m. for coffee
breaks. Because it is a training
area for short-order cooks, the
hours may vary. It is located on
the Mall level between Buildings
A and B, almost directly below
the Voyageur.
PLACE
BUFFALO
CAFETERIA: This cafeteria is
located between Buildings A and
C on the Mall level. It is mainly a
fast foods area, with vending
machines and bag lunch areas.
Hot and cold lunches are served
between 11:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m.
Prices are very reasonable.
Coffee breaks are between 10:00
a.m. and 2:00 p.m. and from 3:00
to 8:00 p.m.
COURTYARD CAVE : This is a
bag lunch area with pinball and
vending machines featuring
everything from soup to ice
cream. It is open all day and all
evening. The Cave is located at
the end of Building D on the Mall
level, beside the Students
Association offices.
There are other vending
machines and bag lunch rooms
scattered around the college.
Building J has two lunch rooms.
The Purple Trader is in Building
B. There are other small areas
serving as lunch rooms around
the college.
Enjoy your lunch!

The wild and Crazy Ox
The Crazy Ox is the store at
Red River Community College. It
is run by the Students
Association.
The store is located on the Mall
level, in the base of the the Tower
Building C, just off the Tower
Lounge.
The Crazy Ox carries a wide
range of products, from school
supplies and a variety of
magazines to clothes and

Book em Dano
The RRCC bookstore is located
on the Mall level of Building D,
across from the entrance to the
Buffalo Place Cafeteria.
The store is run by the Administration, and usually has the
required texts and equipment for
most courses. It is set up so that
the customer doesn't pick up the
books himself, but asks for them
and the people behind the counter
will get them for him. Sort of like
Consumers' Distributing!
Store hours are Monday to
Friday 7:30 to 9:00 a.m. and 9:15
a.m. to 4:15 p.m.

records, with a great deal in
between. The prices are very
reasonable, often lower than
other Winnipeg retailers.
Regular store hours are
Monday to Thursday 7:45 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. and from 7:45 a.m. to
4:00 p.m. on Friday. Because of
Open House, the Crazy Ox will be
open from 1:00 to 5:00 p.m. this
Sunday.

Credit Union
The Co-operators Credit Union
College Branch is located at the
base of Building C, just off the
Tower Lounge, and offers
students various financial services.
It is operated by a staff of
qualified people more than
willing to answer any questions
you might have concerning your
finances.
It also has a few extra services,
such as selling monthly Winnipeg
Transit bus passes.
The Credit Union is open from
9-5 Mon. to Fri.

Let them entertain you

A participant at RRCC's day care centre rests after
some tiring activity. The centre has facilities for 30
children between the ages of two and five.

Hearing
program

Where to go if you
get the munchies

Sign language is an important part of the Hearing
Disability Program. The program is based in Room
D102-A. Look for its display in the Tower Lounge.

A Hearing Impaired Program
is offered by Red River Community College in day and
evening career courses. Services
are provided for deaf and hardof-hearing students, and include
interpreting, tutoring and
counselling, to name a few.
The program is located on the
first floor of Building D in Room
DIO2A. Its display is in the Tower
Lounge.

Seymour-number 1
radio station on campus
CMOR student radio has been
in operation since 1972. It is
owned by the Students
Association of Red River and
operated by students from the
college.
People like Mark Silverman,
Hary Mock, Kevin Evans and
Cathie Grant are graduates of
Red River and have worked at
CMOR.
CMOR is located in the Cave on
the Mall level of Building D and
plays music from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Monday through Friday. The
music is heard throughout all
hallways (except Building A) and
in the Buffalo Place Cafeteria
and the Courtyard Cave lunchroom.
The programs provide the
weather, announcements, and of
course, lots of great music from
the very large library of records.

About us
by Nancy Turnbull
RRCC's student newspaper,
The Projector, has something for
everyone.
The paper is put out every two
weeks during the school year,
financed by the Students
Association and advertising
revenue. Students receive it free
(it's one of the things you get for
paying those student fees every
term).
The paper contains news from
inside and outside the college,
sports, entertainment, editorials,
comment and regular columns.
The paper is produced entirely
by college students, and anyone
who wants to help by writing
stories or a column, taking
pictures, drawing graphics, or
helping with layout and paste-up
is more than welcome to come
down to the office. Writers,
photographers and artists get
paid for published work (not
much, but still paid! ).
The Projector office is hidden
away around the corner from the
Barbering School, or just down
the stairs from the entrance to
the South Gym. Come on down
and meet the staff, check out our
computer, and try our new coffee
machine.

by Lori Einarson
After this year, Red River still
maintains its number one
position for providing the best
entertainment in the city, as
opposed to the two universities, of
course.
A changeover in program coordinators hasn't had any effect
on the quality of entertainment
provided for the college. Present
programmer Lynne Gurdebeke
has impressed the students with
various planned activities so far.
The highlight of the year had to
be an afternoon beer bash
featuring Canadian recording
artist Lisa Dal Bello who gave an
incredible vocal performance
that completely blew the
audience away. Another beer
bash with (also Canadian)
comedy recording artists
McLean and McLean had the
audience in stitches for the better
part of the afternoon.

Yearbook
RRCC's annual yearbook is
published by the Students
Association and distributed free
to students (part of your student
fees again).
The yearbook contains 'mug
shots' of only those people who
get their pictures taken by one of
the photographers set - up in the
halls for the first few days of
school in the fall, so don't miss
them when it's your turn.
The Yearbook is written,
photographed and set up by
RRCC students. All people who
want to help with photography,
typing or whatever are welcome.
Editors Greg Johnson and Terri
Zabrodski, along with assistant
editors Phil Irwin and Maureen
Treichel, will be glad to see you..
Their office is inside the
Projector office, around the
corner from the Barbering
School, or just down the stairs
from the entrance to the South
Gym.

The SA is all of us

Students man the microphone on their own radio
shows on CMOR, RRCC's radio station.
A big thank you is in store for all
record companies who supply
CMOR.
CMOR also does advertising. If
you have any questions about

advertising or would like to see
the station in operation, just
contact Roger or Earl at 632-2303,
or come right down- they will be
happy to show you around.

What is the Students
Association? You are.
The Students Association (alias
SA) is made up of an executive of
president, vice-president,
treasurer, sports director, and
communications director. There
are also representatives from
various areas in the college. All
of these are elected from the
student body.
The elected executive and
council work to protect student
rights within the college and in
the outside community.
For example, when the

provincial government institutes
a hike in our fees, the SA is the
one who takes some form of
action against the move.
The SA is associated with the
provincial organization of
student unions known as SAM. In
this way all students can work
towards common goals.
All full-time students at RRCC
become members of the SA when
they pay their compulsory fees
during registration.
The SA is you, and it is there for
your benefit, so feel free to come
down to its offices at DM20 any
time.

What's an LRC?

The Learning Resources
Centre, also known as the LRC or
the library, is located between
Buildings D and F, on the Mall
level.
Besides an extensive collection
of books and periodicals, the LRC
has many extra facilities for
students' use.
Reference materials, pamphlet
and career resource files, and
vertical files are all available to
students.
There is a photocopying service
available for a small charge (five
cents or ten cents, depending on
the quality of paper).
There are special sections for
Government Documents,
Periodicals and Audio-Visual.
Films, projectors, tapes,
recorders and players can all be
borrowed from the Audio-Visual

section with a signed release
form from an instructor. There is
a viewing room for films.
The library also has records to
loan.
The LRC also has an interlibrary loan service, which
enables it to borrow materials
from another library. The LRC
will also order books for its
collection at a student's request.
Books are signed out for two
weeks at a time, but may be
renewed. There is a fine of five
cents per day for overdue books.
Regular LRC hours are 8:00
a.m. to 9:00 p.m. Monday through
Thursday, 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Friday, and 8:45 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Saturday. This Sunday only, it
will be open from 1:00 to 5:00
p.m.
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The reference section is one of many research aids available to students in the LRC.
Others include periodicals, a large audio-visual section and a government documents
section.

CROWCUSS gave a noon:hour concert in the South Gym
sponsored throughout the year by the Students Association.
February Frolic week had to be
one of the best-planned activities
on campus in years with proceeds
from the activities dedicated to
the RHEFIT program at St.
Boniface Hospital. Red River
raised $10,000 to provide RHEFIT
with an intercom system for the
hospital by hosting a Runathon
and a three-day Casino Rouge
among other activities.
Then there are the afternoon
concerts which take place in the
South Gym from 11-1, not to

mention the special appearances
of Artist in Residence each
month. Planned noon hour activities such as a "Mr.
Everything" contest and a
Celebrity Dating Game are
examples of the many entertainments provided for
students.
Lynne hopes to continue with
these activities and many more
in the future, and is already
scheming up new events for the
next school year.

part of entertainmenr
photo: Lori Einarson
As to whether Red River will
maintain its number one position
for future entertainment, it looks
as if we won't have to worryjudging from this last year!

Clubs
There are a number of clubs
operating at RRCC. Some, such
as Diploma Nursing and the Civil
Club, are directly related to
students in that field of study.
Others operate for students with
a particular interest. Examples
of this are Tae Kwon-Do,
Physical Fitness and the Administrative Management
Society.
All clubs are registered with
the Students Association, or SA
as it is known throughout the
college, and information on
joining the clubs is available
from the SA office in room DM-20
(the Mall level of Building D).

.1 I
I Tae Kwon Do is one of the clubs at RRCC. Students can
start new clubs with the assistance of the SA.

More clubs can be formed if a
group of students is interested.
All they have to do is visit the SA
office and ask about forming a
club. They are there for your
benefit, so take advantage of the
opportunity!

G is for gym
by Kim Trynacity
RRCC is equipped with two
gymnasiums located at opposite
ends of the college.
The North Gym is the most
recent addition to the college and
is equipped with various types of
rental equipment.
The South Gym is an older
facility yet it comes complete
with an indoor track which is
probably the most popular place
on campus at noon time.
Red River can also boast the
largest intramural program in
Western Canada. A popular
, activity, the college offers men's
and women's volleyball,
basketball, table tennis and
badminton, and co-ed volleyball,
tennis and softball.
This year more people than
ever participated in the intramural program and even
more are expected next year.
The varsity program is also
improving yearly. This year the
Rebels brought back one gold,
two silver and three bronze
medals from the 4-West championship held in British
Columbia.
Team try-outs for most varsity
sports begin in September, but
will be publicized as to exact
dates.
From time to time you may
notice a big white Polar Bear
wandering around the school.
Don't be alarmed, it's just Rebel
the College Mascot. He shows up
periodically to give the Rebels his
support.

The South Gym's indoor track is one of the -most
popular spots in the college at noon hours.
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`You don't know me
but I'm your brother'
by Nancy Brook
The ringing of the phone woke
me. It was 1:30in the morning.
"Hello, Nancy. Don't be
shocked. You don't know me, but
I'm your brother."
I was shocked. I had known
since I was 12 that I had a brother,
but had been told there was no
way to find him.
My brother, L.J. "Rocky"
Hendrickson, was 15 months old
when he was given to a foster
family on a farm in Beausejour. I
was eight days old when a
Winnipeg family adopted me.
This separation lasted 27 years.
Rocky is a chief flight engineer
on an airforce helicopter in Cold
Lake, Alberta. He was on
vacation in Vancouver, visiting
his godparents, when they told
him for the first time that he had
a sister in Winnipeg. His godfather made a few phone calls to
Winnipeg, and finally found my
number.
One week after Rocky's first
phone call, he phoned from his
home in Grande Centre, Alberta,
and said "I'm sorry but I can't
come to Winnipeg for about a
month."
I couldn't wait a month to see
him, so I hopped on a plane and
flew to Edmonton to meet him.
The two hour trip almost ruined
me. I stared at a magazine the
whole trip, but never read a
word. All I could thing about was:
how would he look? would he look
like me? and what would I say
when I saw him? I was filled with
questions and no answers.
After an hour bus ride from
Edmonton airport to the Sheraton
Hotel, I waited in the lobby for 15
minutes. My brother was flying

in from Cold Lake, but he had
arranged to meet me at the hotel.
Waiting was excruciating, and
cold sweat was running down my
back. Finally three men in flight
suits walked through the lobby
door. The men's backs were
towards me so I couldn't see their
faces. I tried to pick out my
brother but couldn't. One of the
men eventually turned around
and noticed me.
"Rocky, she's here."
I heard a sigh, and the sound of
luggage dropping. Then my
brother turned around and
walked over to me. I couldn't
talk. or cry, so I just hugged him.
It was the most emotional
moment of my life.
Neither Rocky nor I spoke for a

few minutes. We just looked at
each other. It was like looking
into a mirror.
Rocky and I flew back to his
home in Grande Centre, where
we talked for hours. We looked at
photo albums, and shared
childhood stories, with the same
kind of zeal that children have on
Christmas morning.
During my stay in Grande
Centre, Rocky and I discovered
that we have a great deal in
common. Although he was raised
in an environment opposite to
mine, we share the same views
on many things.
Our attitudes and philosophy
about life are similar. Even our
tastes in music and books are the
same. It was also surprising to us
that our childhood desires were
alike. We both wanted to be
pilots, but only he succeeded; I

My brother says "It's not that
this experience will change my
life much. I have already made a
life for myself, but now I have
another person in my life, and I
must consider that person. It's
good to have someone who cares,
a person you can call anytime,
even at 3:00 in the morning, and
you know when you talk to that
person, she will listen and try to
understand."
Some people have brothers and
sisters they dislike, or take for
granted, but for Rocky and me
it's a whole new experience that
will never be forgotten, or taken
lightly.

The effective woman
'by Liz Keep
Are you one of those people who
somehow never leave enough

time to study for exams? Do you
find yourself being too dependent
on others or do they expect too '
much from you? Have you ever
passed up a job interview
because you were too nervous to
be confronted by an interviewer?
The University of Winnipeg and
the Manitoba Organization of
Business and Professional
Women's Clubs are presenting a
seminar on The Effective Woman

Friday, April 27 and Saturday
April 28. The course offers an
opportunity for women to explore
issues that may help improve
personal and organizational
effectiveness.
The course is open to anyone.
Registration fee is $13 per person
which includes three (chosen)
sessions, one coffee service and a
luncheon. Registration deadline
is Friday April 20 .
There are eight sessions to
choose from:
1. Management of Self, Time and
the advantages and
Energy
-

Spring Jacket Sale
Red River College Jacket
Smart classic club style in white or Kelly green.
With College crest
Sizes 32.46 collectively

Sale $16.49
Rebels Team Jacket

Che Crazy Ox

Gold with green racing stripe on sleeves.
Sizes 36-46 collectively

Sale $24.99
Battle Jacket
100 per cent durable nylon shell
Colours gold, gray, navy.
Sizes 34-44 collectively

Clearing at $9.99
Ferrari Racing Jacket
100 per cent durable nylon shell.
Colours gold, navy.
Sizes 40-46 collectively

Clearing at $11.99

bldg. C, mall level

(CUP)- One of the roughest
fights of the federal election is
shaping up for Winnipeg-Fort
Garry. The riding is currently
held by James Richardson--the
independant who bolted the
LIberal party last year. Outside
of that riding, it looks as though
Manitoba will be returning the
same old Tories and its two North
Winnipeg New Democrats.
The Fort Garry election will be
the acid test for the Liberal Party
in Manitoba. Lloyd Axworthy, the
sole provincial MLA for the Grits
recently threw his hat into the
contest. Axworthy has been a
strong supporter of the Prime
Minister's bilingualism policies,
and has been critical of
Richardson in recent months.
Richardson recently bowed out
of the race, leaving it between the
Tories and the Liberals. The
Conservatives have now
nominateda candidate, former

importance of organizing your
time and planning your
priorities. Conducted by
Margaret Bean, staff officer with
the Professional Development
Department of Manitoba.
2. Dependence-Independence-1nterdependence- dealing with

these elements to achieve
fulfillment. Conducted by Stella
Buchanon, single parent and
instructor for "Effectiveness
Training for Women."
3.

Building Support Systems-

the

value of using the support of
friends, relatives and associates
in your personal and working life.
Conducted by Joanne Dicosimo
and Claudia Engel.
4. The Assertive Woman learn
how to express your needs and
beliefs to help you grow as a
person. Pearl Gervais, consultant of Personal Effective
-

provincial leader Sidney Spivak.
The Liberals are having
trouble on other fronts. After the
October by-elections, two candidates criticized the the
leadership of Pierre Trudeau--a
heresy so great that Axworthy
managed to have both of their

Planning Company, is the instructor.
5.

The Super Woman Syndrome-

for those who compete in
everything they do; who get
upset when they're not the best.
This workshop helps you learn
how to relax your expectations.
Conducted by Ruth Shell, coordinator of the Manitoba Action
Committee on the Status of
Women.

by Peggy Coverdale and Lori
Einarson

Day Care in Manitoba

Role Conflict

WINNIPEG (CUP) -- The federal
government is being hypocritical
by calling for French as an exit or
entrance requirement while at
the same time cutting funding to
bilingual education, according to

NDP MP David Orlikow.
Orlikow, who is also a member
of the University of Manitoba's
board of governors, said recent
comments by federal-provincial
relations Minister John Reid and
Official Languages Commissioner Max Yalder are
"nonsense."
Reid recently called for the
reintroduction of French as an
entrance requirement in order to
foster Canadian identity, while
Yalden has called for a second
language as either an entrance or
exit requirement. But the federal
government has cut over $30
million from the funding for
second language education at the
secondary level next year.
"How can they say that, when
the federal government is cutting
back on funding to bilingual
education?" Orlikow asked. He
said the government should "put
their money where their mouths
are."
Very few English Canadians
use French in daily work,

-

learn how
and when to hold meetings.
Conducted by Frances Deverell,
8.

Effective Meetings

-

former
manager
and
management trainer for the
federal government.
Day care will be provided if
needed. For more information
contact Ms. Shirley Dickenson at
633-0891.

This card is good
around the world

by Jeff Lauzon
At last! A budget traveEr's
dream come true!
After nearly two years in the
making, the Association of
Student Councils (AOSC) now
offers to Canadian college and
university students a 'passport to
worldwide discounts' for a mere
pittance of $2.50.
The International Student
Identity Card ( ISIC) is a godsend
to those of you who will be

travelling across Canada and
abroad this summer - especially
with rising tuition fees just
around the corner.
An ISIC card will entitle you to
rentals, and hotels thioughout
Canada that display the 'Student
Discount Establishment' window
sticker.
In virtually all Western
European countries flashing your
ISIC card will get you 50 to 75 per
cent reduced admission to most
museums, palaces, theatres,
cinemas, concerts, and
restaurants. In some countries
there are also youth-student fares
for domestic air travel on a
standby basis with reductions
from 25-50 per cent. Other
countries offer 50 per cent
discounts on domestic train and

bus travel.
These fares apply to youths
between the ages of 12 and 21, and
students aged 22 to 25, providing
they show double proof of full-

asuredoftingha,
while the other New Democrat,
David Orlikow, may have a run
for his money since new
developments in the north end of
his riding have changed the
demography and brought in more
suburban, non-NDP voters.
In Winnipeg-Birds Hill, a seat
once held by Ed Schreyer, the
NDP has pulled a manoevre that
may win the seat for them. The
present MP, Dean Whiteway, has
made much of his reputation as a
fearless campaigner against
pornography and all that is
godless in our society. Therefore,

in the best tradition of J.S.
Woodsworth, the NDP has
nominated Bill Blaike, a community minister.
The other seat which the
Liberals held, St. Boniface,
seems to have been lost permanently to them, although the
election will see a re-run of the
battle between PC incumbent
Jack Hare, city counsellor Bob
Bockstael for the Grits, and New
Democrat Grant Wichenko.

entrance requirement

-

exploring
demands made on you by friends,
co-workers, parents, children,
hushands. Conducted by U of W
counsellor Mavis Turner.
7.

nominations revoked. The party
is now beating the bushes for two
more sacrificial lambs.
Stanley Knowles can be fairly.

NDP opposes French

a
general study of day care looking
at cost, availability, the need for
special programs, etc. Conducted
by the urban unit co-ordinator for
the Children's Aid Society of
Eastern Manitoba, Aleda Turnbull.
6.

time student status along with
their ISIC card.
The student discount program
is in its first year of operation in
Canada, and there are some
deficiencies yet to be overcome.
Though the ISIC card is slowly

Orlikow said, and those studetns
who were forced to learn to read
French in the sixties forgot what
they had learned after a few
years.
Compulsory French would also
create "artificial barriers" to
students wanting to attend
universities, Winnipeg educator
Sybil Shack pointed out.
The University of Manitoba has
not discussed any proposals to
make French an entrance
requirement, said academic vicepresident David Lawless. "We
have enough problems wrestling
with a policy on English," he
said.
The second-language entrance
requirement was dropped in the
early sixties, though many
graduate degrees require
knowledge of a second language.
Since this requirement can be
waived on an individual basis,
Lawless said, he would not know
how many students actually must
have second-language comprehension.
Lawless said he personally
favored students learning
French. However, he said
comprehensive discussion of the
pros and cons of making French a
requirement had not yet been
studied.

Student steals nuclear waste

gaining recognition throughout
Canada, discounts in the
Maritimes and Western
Provinces are relatively few.
To try to increase its use in
these parts of the country AOSC
presently offers $5.00 to anyone
who persuades an establishment
to recognize the ISIC card by
offering a discount (of its own
choice and goodwill) when it is
presented to them. Once a
discount agreement has been
arranged, simply send the name,
address, phone number, and the
manager's name along with your
own name and address to;
Discount Scheme, AOSC, 230
Lockhart Hall, University of
Winnipeg. Once AOSC has confirmed the agreement, they will
arrange payment for your service through the mail.
How do you get one? Easy. Just
mail proof of full time status as a
student(your student information
sheet will do), a small black and
white photograph of yourself, and
a cheque or money order for $2.50
to; Canadian Universities Travel
Services Limited, 44 St. George
Street, Toronto, M5S 2E4.

Tornoto (CUP)- A Seneca College
student walkied into the information centre of the Pickering
Power station March 31, and
walked out with a container of
nuclear waste.
The student was at the plant to
obtain information for an essay.
He wandered into an- empty
auditorium and saw a red an
yellow box sitting unattended on
a desk.
The student brought the container home for the rest of the
weekend, where he kept it in a
lead lined box. On April 2 he
brought the container to the
radiobiology lab at Finch campus
of Seneca College where it was
tested by two teachers. There it
was confirmed that it was
radioactive.
'It's a hot radioactive material'
said one teacher. Without the IA i
inch lead-lined case, he said, the
waste gives off 11 REMs per
hour. A REM is a measure of the
amount of damage radioactivity
does to animal tissue. A
dangerous dose is 120 REMs, a
fatal dose is 250 REMs.
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Jobs not important-Trudeau

Election briefs

became an X-ray technician
instead.
The whole week I spent with
my brother was like a fantasy
come true. I was expecting
someone to wake me but the
experience remained real when
we said "good-bye." When I left,
Rocky promised to come to
Winnipeg to meet my husband
and friends.
He kept his promise, and since
my trip to Alberta has come to
my home. We packed a lot of
visiting into the three days he
was here.
Both my brother and I have a
family we grew up with, and
those families will always be
important to us. But there's
something special about having a
blood relative. It gives me a
feeling of being a whole person; a
person with roots.

The Projector

The nuclear waste, the remains
of the stations's nuclear fuel, is in
the form of two round pellets.
Currently, it cannot be reused,
and the usual procedure at
Pickering for getting rid of it is to
dump it in a pool in the complex
for about 18 months.
After this it is taken out and
buried.
When asked why he took it, the
student couldn't really give a
clear answer. He and two friends
with him knew there must be
something in it so they took it, he
said.
'What really surprised us was
the lack of security there,' he
said. There was only one person
inside the information center, at
the front, he said, and the only
guards were at the entrance to
the plant itself.
On a bus tour of the outside of
the plant, hje noticed no guards in
that area either.
When asked what he would do
with the waste, the student said
he would probably bring it back
April 7.

Crowds of Winnipeggers
greeted Prime Minister Pierre
Trudeau when he spoke at Lloyd
Axworthy's nomination meeting
April 5 at Vincent Massey
Collegiate.
Norma Harvey formally
nominated Axworthy for the Fort
Garry riding saying he has been
active in politics for 15 years and
is aware of the concern for
national
unity. Education
Minister Keith Cosens presented
Mr. Axworthy with an award for
year's most outstanding
Manitoban April 4, said Mrs.
Harvey.
Amid cheers and a standing
ovation, Prime Minister Trudeau
and Axworthy were then escorted
to the stage by Vincent Massey's
student council president Grant
Temple.
Addressing the audience, Mr.
Axworthy said, "Someone told
me if given a gift it is a courtesy
to accept it without delay. You
have given me the privilege of
being your candidate and as your
spokesman, I couldn't be more
proud." He thanked the Prime
Minister for coming saying "You
honor us by your conduct and
leadership of this country. I will

enlist in the fight you are waging
to preserve the union of this
country."
Axworthy said he had spent six
satisfying years as Fort Rouge
MLA, but couldn't stand aside
any longer with the future of the
country at stake. He said in his
own riding he has noticed the
hopelessness of the old, the sick,
and young people looking for
work.
There must be a western voice
for a change in language and
culture, said Axworthy. "How
long can we survive as a nation if
the only attitude we have is one of
complacency and indifference?"
asked Axworthy. "We should
light a candle for confederation
and not curse the darkness. We
need someone in the federal
parliament," said Axworthy.
Control of resources and
programs for national economy
should go to the heart of the

federal system, he continued.
The government should be
something that works to heln
people as long as it doesn't stifle
the individual. Axworthy added
the new task of the Liberals is to
respect the rights of ordinary
people.
Axworthy asked for support so
he could defend the basic fundamentals of unity, national
health care, development of the
prairies and job creation.
He said the message of the
Liberals in Canada could be
summed up by the words of
Tennyson: "Come my friends. It
is not too late to seek a new
world."
Grant Temple then introduced
the Prime Minister and
presented him with a Vincent
Massey school pin.
Prime Minister Trudeau said

the nomination meeting
reminded him of a similar
meeting 13 years ago when he and
Mr. Axworthy had an argument
over housing in urban affairs.
"Lloyd won the argument and
just after that I won the Prime
Ministership." Since then the
ministry for urban affairs was
created and now Canada has
achieved the second best housing
rate of urban societies in the
world, said Trudeau.
Federal power shall be used to
insure accessibility of all
Canadians to medicare regardless of their bank account,
continued the Prime Minister.
The federal government is still
paying over half the cost of
medical services. Manitoba's
medical grant has been increased
by 14 per cent this year. The
provinces should realize they
have a contract to provide
medical care and see it is given to
all who need it.
We need a strong federal
government to talk to the
provinces and reconcile the
differences of producing goods
and determining prices between
each province, said Mr. Trudeau.
He also dealt with economic
issues facing Canada. Canada's
growth rate is second only to

Japan, and our job creation
record "is first and way ahead of
all industrial economies," he
said.
The Canadian economy has
grown 54 per cent since 1968 and
the only country coming close is
the U.S. with a growth rate of 27
per cent. Trudeau said his
government has created 450,000
jobs a year for the past ten years.
Clark's program promises
1,500,000 jobs by 1985, which over
six years results in "250,000 jobs
a year, which is less than what
we've created in one year,"
Trudeau said.
Trudeau said Clark made over
$7 billion in promises while
preaching the need to keep
government expenditures down.
Clark would abolish capital gains
tax, said Trudeau, two thirds of
which are paid by people earning
more than $100,000 a year. Only
one tenth of the population would
benefit 'from this Tory tax cut,
said Trudeau.
'Them that has- gets' is the

Tory policy," said Trudeau. Tory
promises mean no security in
jobs, higher inflation, a higher
deficit and higher prices. The
crowd applauded Trudeau's
attack on Clark, calling him a
"red ink Tory" and "seven billion
dollar man.'
Trudeau concluded by saying
the time is past when we should
be concerned about "me firstism." "This national election
comes when provincial premiers
are asking to limit federal
spending to keep the Canadian
economy strong," he added.
After the meeting several
people interviewed said they
were favorably impressed with
both Mr. Trudeau's and Mr.
Axworthy's speeches. Most were
glad to hear Trudeau talk of
something besides nationalunity.
One lady said she "was relieved
to hear Mr. Trudeau talk about
the economic issue. The facts and
figures were impressive and he
wasn't ducking the issue." A high
school student said, "If I were old
enough to vote, I'd vote for
Trudeau."

A team of Projector pollsters recently surveyed 100 RRCC students from all sections of the college to find
out what they thought of the current evaluation issue. Following are the results of the survey. This survey
should not be considered as representative of the entire college, but merely the response of 100 students.
Total students surveyed
100
Number of students who have never done evaluations
57
Total number of evaluations done for all subjects (estimated to be over one thousand)
128
Number in favour of evaluations
95
Number in favour of publishing evaluations
71
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by Maureen Treichel

RRCC's food services students
and instructors won 16 medals
out of about 200 entries at the
Culinary Competition of the
Association of the Chefs du
Cuisine March 17 in the Holiday
Inn.
The competition, held for the
third year in Manitoba, is open to
students and professional cooks,
with the winners in the
professional group competing in
the Culinary Olympics in
Frankfurt, Germany.
These competitors worked for
weeks perfecting their exhibits
for a variety of classes such as
cold meat, butter sculpture,
chocolate work, and fish
displays. Of the 18 RRCC entrants, winners were: D. HuppeGold; J. Reimers- Silver; J.
Peterer- Silver; K. HoffmannBronze; A. Pickering and J.P.
Bois- Bronze; R. Ellis- Gold; B.
Kothe- Bronze; B. Third- Gold; J.
Korolyk- Gold; M. MichalchukGold; M. Harrison- Bronze; S.
Dodd- Silver (2) ; I. WishartSilver ; S. Hasan- Silver; A.

Nattasany- Bronze, and C. Sirman- Gold. There was also an ice
carving competition outside the
Inn.
John Reimer, food services
instructor and member of the
Chefs du Cuisine, said this year
there were about 70 students and
130 professionals in the contest.
There were only about 75 entries
last year.
This year's competition attracted more than 3,000 visitors
and gave RRCC a lot of publicity,
said Mr. Reimer.
He said there were strict rules
in each category. Instructors
Klaus Hoffmann, Daniel Hoppe,
J. Peterer and John Reimer
helped the students prepare their
edible exhibits. Each of the
competitors could enter as many
categories as he wished. One
student entered seven classes
and won seven medals.
When questioned about the
method of teaching his food
students, Mr. Reimer answered,
"To be a good chef, you must be

able to be a good manager." He
said this involves managing a
kitchen, learning about food
prices, budgeting, and dealing
with cooking staff. He added it
takes a tremendous amount of
skill to be a professional cook. He
is glad to see his students take
pride in this profession that has
only been in Canada about 30
years.
As for jobs for his students,
Reimer said the students are in
great demand and can find
employment at the Winnipeg Inn,
Holiday Inn, Convention Centre,
airlines, and restaurants.
At present the Chefs du Cuisine
are working on the idea of accepting students as junior
members on the association.
There is a possibility after two
years as a junior member that a
student may be allowed to
compete in the Culinary Olympics. Perhaps a few of Red
River's students will be cooking
their way to future olympic
competitions.

RRCC's food services students worked for weeks
perfecting their exhibits for the cold meat, butter
sculpture, and chocolate work displays at the Culinary
Competition in the Holiday Inn.

fact that we're always on the
move. It's hard to really get to
know anyone- we're always
meeting new people. If we want
to talk to someone we love, we
have to do it on the phone. It's an
awful lonely life sometimes."
The Irish Rovers recently
performed in Winnipeg to sell-out
crowds. "The audience did seem
to enjoy the show, but we've
always found Winnipeg is very
conservative when it comes to
audience participation. In some
places, particularly in the U.S.,
the people get up and dance in the
aisles," says Will.
The Rovers are currently
opening a franchise of "Irish
Rovers Free Houses." "They're
a wee bit of Ireland in North
America. They will be furnished
with real Irish antiques, even the
glasses, and everything about
them will be as authentic as
possible. We call them 'Free
Houses' because we'll honor no
particular brewery- we'll sell all
brands of beer. And Irish whiskythe water of life for every
Irishman, no matter what his
nationality," says Will with
twinkling eyes.
The Irish Rovers opened their
first Free House in Calgary a few

"I remember my mother
always entering me in talent
contests, whether I wanted to be
in them or not. Now I'm really
glad she did," says Will Millar,
lead singer of The Irish Roversrecent performers in Winnipeg to
sell-out crowds. "I guess music
was just part of growing up for
me. Now, both my brother and I
are in The Irish Rovers, and my
sister is a singer."
"The Irish Rovers has been a
group for 15 years. 'The Rovers'
was actually born in Canada
although we're all from Ireland.
When we were forming the group,
I had to beg my mother to let my
brother come over to join us. He
was just a kid- only 14 or so. She
said he could come on one condition- that I enroll him in a high
school. So I did. He went to school
for about two weeks, until he got
his first taste of women. That was
it. He never finished school.
Fortunately for him, The Rovers
were a success. I don't know what
he'd have done if we'd failed,"
admits Will.
"The only part I don't like
about travelling with the Rovers
is the amount of time we have to
spend in hotel rooms, and that

rs

by Genny Bak

by Jeff Monk

Theatre:
MANITOBA THEATRE CENTRE presents the final
production of its season- Sizwe
Bansi is Dead, a compassionate
drama of men struggling against
a society's injustice. It plays
from April 11 until April 18 at the
MTC Warehouse Theatre, 140
Rupert Avenue. Performance
times are 8:30 p.m. Mon. through
Fri.; 4:00 p.m. and 8:30 p.m. Sat.
Tickets are $3 to $5.50 at the MTC
box office.
UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA
presents a new experimental
play entitled Two Hours of That
Day. The play runs until April 20
at 8:30 p.m. at the Studio Theatre
139F, University College. The
play explores the theatre through
music, dance and mime. Tickets
are $3 at the U of M.

Notice
to all the citizens
of the planet Earth
living in Winnipeg.

Et al.
THE CRAFT GUILD OF
MANITOBA sponsors a crafts
exhibit called In Praise of Crafts,
now on view in Alloway Hall,
Museum of Man and Nature. The
show, being held until April 28,
recognizes the 50th anniversary
of the founding of the Crafts Guild
of Manitoba. Admission is free.
MANITOBA MUSEUM OF MAN
AND NATURE presents A Will to
an exhibition of
Survive,
photographs by John Phillips

Just come when you are happening.
Dress casually but civilized.
The space was created for YOU to enjoy.
No admission or cover charge.

Bank, Hotel Fort Garry, 222
Broadway. Disco and top 40 until
April 28.

BOZO SECTION: People have told me that Backbeat contains too
much trivia to keep it interesting. Sorry. Johnny and Edgar Winter are
BOTH albino and brothers! I know trivia can become boring at times;
I'll try and refrain. E.C. is Declan McManus. I'll surely feel better by
the next issue. Frank Zappa loves to Shiek Yerbouti.
If any readers want a feature article done on one of their fave raves,
I'll try and research it for y'all, and pass on any tidbits.
Look for the new Graham Parker and the Rumour album (thanks
Doug B.). Also Eno, Frank Zappa, Van Halen 2, and U.K. (with
TERRY BOZZIO). Guaranteed treats.
All correspondence to the Projector office, all shekels in my pocket.
BACKBEAT PUZZLER OF THE WEEK: Who invented disco and
where is he-she-it now? Answers next time.

Excellent taped music for
intimate listening and dancing
Closed Mondays

from the Israel Museum in
Jerusalem. The exhibition is on
display until May 20. Entrance is
through regular museum admission.
SECONDARY SCHOOL'S ART
EXHIBIT displays outstanding
art works from students across
the province until April 20 at the
Janet Ian Cameron Gallery,
Third Floor, University Centre
Building, University of Manitoba.
- For further information, call 4748372.
Pubs:
THREE PENNY OPERA appears at The King's Plate Steak
and Lobster House, 2727 Portage
Avenue until April 19.
D.D. SMITH & TAXI appears
until April 28 at The Stage Door,
Winnipeg Inn, 2 Lombard Place.
Between performances, the Door
becomes a discotheque with
special lighting and sound effects.
KOCHINA appears at The. Left

When punk rock resurfaced in the summer of 1977 or there-abouts,
there were many groups of shabby English youth vying for the most
deranged punker title. All the great critics surveyed the situation in
their typical effervescent manner and chose whom they thought would
"last" as the definitive punk rock act. Some guys said it would be the
Sex Pistols. Ah yes. . . The prime purveyors of the pure poppycock
pencilled "punk." This particular conglomerate included such
notables as Jonee "red roller" Rotten, the self inflictor. Also on tap at
any Pistols show was Sidney "actually I AM a diabetic" Vicious, could
be seen writing love letters to mom. The boys toyed with the hearts of
millions (thousands? hundreds? a couple?) and left us almost before
we had hoped they would appear. After one successful album, and
many scores of live attacks all over the state of New York, the band
slunk away leaving only a black hole in my soul. We'll never see the
likes of them again.
Struggling young greasy bands tried to fill the boots left rotting by
the Pistols, and many came far too close. One such bunch was The
Clash. The Clash surfaced about when the Sex Pistols did, but had less
of a fanfare and brouhaha around them to attract much attention.
They released their first album and it was not universally panned.
Why? Copies of the Sex P's were not desired by the record chewing
public. 'Sides, those Clash fellows looked almost nearly as beesare as
Rotten and the Crew, so why entice the turkeys to make it more
popular? What would mom think?
The new Clash LP is out and "Give 'Em Enough Rope" is the apt
title. CBS records gave them the rope they needed ( a good producer in
Sandy Pearlman) plus a few inches inside ( a better promotion) and
the boys may have a smash hit album on their hands. Imagine dancing
at your favorite disco ( if there is such an animal) and someone bribes
the DJ to put on "Drug Stabbing Time."
It's a funny-looking album, with a funny picture on the cover and
funny song titles too. F+U+N. See it and say it and then PLAY IT.

The Upper Club
at 277 Sherbrook Street
is no longer taking reservations.

Happy Hour, 5:00 - 8:00
Tapes till closing (2:00 a.m. weekends)
Cocktail Lounge - Dance Floor - Restaurant

IIIMISMINI=le SIM SIIIIMINE MN

OFF
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Entrees - Soup or Juice. salad bar
Choice of Potatoes. etc.
1. T-Bone Steak
2. Indian Beef Curry
3. !Sian Vegetable Curry
4. Bar-B-Q Ribs
5. Pickerel Fillet Almondine
6. WWI Rice Casserole
7. Shrimp and ScaUop St. Jacques
a Tempura
9. Gomuku Rice
It Waist-Watchers Special

6.95
4.95
3.95
6.95
6.95
4.95
6.95
4.95
3.95
6.95

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

APPETIZERS
Liverwurst and Bacon
Steak Sandwich
Greek Salad
Avocado and Crab Meat Salad
Hon d'oeuvres Plate for 2
Swiss Cheese Fondue
Upper Club Burger Basket

2.95
4.50
3.95
3.95
5.95
2.95
2.95

A LA CARTE VISITS TO OUR GIANT
SALAD BAR Only
2.25 a.
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The leprechaun with the hat

Edible exhibits win 16 medals
by Peggy Coverdale
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This coupon is worth
SI off nightly admission.

The best sounds in Disco

Glass Onion
Winnipeg's Newest Disco
Fri., Sat. each week.
9 p.m. - 4 a.m.

272 Sherbrook St.
between Portage Ave. & Broadway

Ph. 7740351
"Smart Dress Only"

1

weeks ago. They hope to open one
in Winnipeg within 18 months.
The Irish Rovers themselves are
a wee bit of misplaced Ireland.
They spend their lives travelling
all over the world, singing songs
that bring out the Irish in all of
us:
Will (the leprechaun with the
hat) was born in a small town
near Belfast in Northern Ireland
some 30 years ago. He spent a lot
of his time travelling around
doing variety shows. "The Shows
always had singers, musicians, a
storyteller, and at least one
juggler," Will said with a smile.
"We'd travel around from town
to town with our show. I guess I
got my experience as a performer that way. I've never gone
to college or university, or even
had formal music lessons. There
were always musical instruments lying around the
house- a banjo, a guitar, a flute,
or something, so I'd just pick it up
and start playing. I'm a jack-ofall-trades, and master of none
when it comes to music!" he said
with a laugh.
Will has always had a number
of hobbies besides his music,
unlike the other Irish Rovers who
"spend their time playing cards
and backgammon." He enjoys oil
painting, book reading, skin
diving, swimming and boatingall of which he can do at his
summer home in Prince Edward
Island. "I bought a big yellow
farm house near Montague in
southeast P.E.I. a few years ago,
and am renovating it myself. I've
already added a greenhouse, and
have done a lot of work both inside and outside the house," Will
explains. He is hoping to install
solar heating and a windmill this
summer, "so I can cut down on
my bills. I don't mind paying for
stuff, as long as I'm getting
something for my money."
Besides reading books, Will
also writes them. Children of the
Unicorn is his humorous account
of the Rovers' life on the road.
Currently, he is writing a
legendary fairy tale about
leprechauns, as well as doing
research for Mother Dear, I'm
Over Here, an account of Irishmen who migrated to Canada
during the potato famine in the
last half of the nineteenth century, and who were able to 'make
it' in the entertainment world. He
hopes to begin writing Mother
Dear in about a year.
Will enjoys writing poems- a
number of which have become
part of the The Irish Rovers' stage
performances. "I can't take full
credit for The Fiddler," a personal favorite of Will's. "The
original poem was written by an
American about 100 years ago. I
have changed and reworked most
of it," explains Will, "but the
original idea was his. I also write
most of the lyrics for the songs we
compose, but a lot of our pieces
are ancient Irish songs- Ireland
has hundreds of them."

Need typing done?
In house typing for
assignments, essays,
reports, correspondence, and other at
reasonable rates for
high quality service.

Resumes
Looking at getting that
special job?
A
rofessionally done
resume helps. We do
concise, quality
resumes at reasonable
rates. Fort Garry
Personnel - 103.1200
Pembina, 284-2361.

CD WC AT LA IDG
by Rick Groom

•
Gabriel Kaplan's brucsed. battered cnarges Ratner 'round the coach for a halt (tree per Wilt, in "rest Elreah;
CZOnitht r 6,4CU4X/Will.

Fast Break: A Review

Is Gabe Kaplan capable of
portraying more than one
character? After wasting 90
minutes and $3.75 on Fast Break,
the answer is an unequivocal
"no.".
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Only a few survive, including
Norris. Five years later, one by
one, they are murdered; except
Norris. He's left to piece it
together and uncover the toplevel government official
whodunit.

Still playing Mr. Kotter,
Kaplan coaches a bargain
basement team at fictitious
Cadwallader University. Sandor
Stern's script borrows heavily
from Slap Shot and The Bad News
Bears, to say nothing of Welcome
Back, Kotter (of which Stern is
also an alumnus). The team is a
collection of stereotypes ranging
from bogus preacher to ugly
duckling, the majority of whom
are black. The result is not so
much a movie, but an imitation of
several other (and infinitely
better) movies.

"Sounds good but comes out
bad," is the only way to describe
what director Ted Post does to
Good Guys Wear Black. And to
think Post also directed Go Tell
the Spartans, one of the best Viet
Nam movies of 1978. His pacing is
sluggish and he commits the
cardinal sin of the action movie
genre- too much talk and far too
little action! After seeing the TV
ads, one would expect a gung-ho
adventure. Unfortunately, this is
not the case. Even the slowmotion scene of Norris killing his
opponent by jumping through the
windshield of a moving car is
anti-climactic.

The acting is embarrassing.
Kaplan delivers his inanities and
cutesy-pie comebacks in typical
"family hour" style, lightly
seasoned with four-letter words.
Mike Warren, Harold Sylvester
and Mavis Washington are too old
for the 17- and I5-year-old kids
while bad-guy coach Bert
Remsen should never have left
Robert Altman's repertory
company.

Chuck Norris is no Robert De
Niro. But, with a better script
(such as more action displaying
his undeniable karate skill) and
tighter direction, Norris could
conceivably become a major Bmovie star. He's soft-spoken like
Eastwood and better looking than
Bronson. Others have made it to
the top with less going for them.
Look at Lee Majors, for instance.

Besides being too dumb for its
own good (a girl-disguised-as-aguy is a running gag), Fast Break
perpetuates the old myth that
only blacks can really play
basketball. As they say on the
court, "Foul!"
The one positive note about
is David Shire's
soulful background music, which
displays some gutsy vocals by
Billy Preston and Syreeta.
Fast Break

Fast Break is awful. Its jokes

are stale, its plot is old and its
intelligence is nonexistent.
Perfect for all those who loved
Every Which Way But Loose.

Good Guys Wear Black: A Review

"Relax. We're just gonna
talk," warns Chuck Norris prior
to the climax of Good Guys Wear
Black. Too bad Mar Vista Pictures didn't use that line in their
saturation TV ad campaign. That
way, audiences would have been
prepared for one of the dullest,
most unexciting action movies of

this or any other year.
And yet, tne premise has great
possibilities. While on a mission
to free U.S. P.O.W.'s at the end of
the Viet Nam war, Norris and his
elite commando squad The Black
Tigers (get it? ) are ambushed.

Trying desperately to cover up
Norris's inadequacies, director
Post has surrounded him with extelevision actors in supporting
roles. Lloyd Haynes (alias Pete
Dixon of the highly-acclaimed
Room 222) comes across best. He
gives a casual, pleasant performance as Norris's CIA chief.
Dana Andrews looks haggard,
Jim Backus has a meaningless
walk-on, James Franciscus
(alias Longstreet) is a slippery
under-secretary and Soon TeckOh plays yet another sinister
Oriental ghoul. The sole female
lead belongs to Anne Archer (last
seen in the self-indulgent
Paradise Alley). True to the hairychested, Stag magazine adventure mold, Archer plays a
newswoman who spends more
time in bed than with her
typewriter.
Bruce
Steadman's
photography is passable most of
the time, although the Viet Nam
sequence is incredibly poor. Shot
at night, the entire episode looks
like it was filmed from the inside
of a burlap bag.
Similarly, Craig Safan's music

score is redundant and
unimaginative. This is disappointing since Safan's music for
Corvette Summer showed so
much promise.

is
hackneyed entertainment no
matter how one looks at it. Steer
Good Guys

Wear Black

clear and save your money.
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although the financial support
wasn't the best. The team had hot
dog sales and bottle drives to
raise money for the team. She
suggested putting up posters in
the halls or maybe advertising on
CMOR. Apparently the only fans
that showed up were players
from the guys' team.
The team did quite well- they
finished second in the city league.
Leona feels that the team's best
game was played in the finals
March 31. There were some injuries during the season but
nothing too serious. There were a
few sprained ankles and fingers,
but the injuries weren't as
serious as those which plagues
the guys' team.

Rebels take senior

by Kim Trynacity
The RRCC Women's Basketball team finished their season as
they decidedly captured first
place in the Provincial Senior
Women's B Basketball tournament.
The team captured the title for
the first time ever, by defeating
Portage la Prairie by a score of

INDEPENDENT
JEWELLERS
Exciting Collection of
Columbia Diamond
Engagement Rings
Special offer to
students only
25% OFF REG.
PRICE OF DIAMOND
ENGAGEMENT RINGS

Independent
Jewellers Ltd.
493 Notre Dame
774-5544

6841.. Donna Hagen and Julie
Phillips led the scoring with 14
points each, followed closely by
Sharon Stewart and Janise
Neufield each chalking up 12
points on the scoreboard.
Coach DiCurzio said the team
played together and played a
good defensive game.In the first
game of the tournament, the
Rebels easily defeated the 7-Oaks
contingent by a convincing score
of 66-34. Top scorer in that game
was Janise Neufield with 15
points.
Fast action offensive, and
defensive rebounding, plus quick
pivoted passes, and effective ball
handling showed that Red River
had little to contend with in that
game. Number 24 Janise
Neufield demonstrated her
basketball agility, by succeeding
in some of the most controlled
basketball the North gym has
ever seen.
The toughest game, according
to coach DiCurzio came against
the strong squad from Brandon.
DiCurzio openly admitted, they
weren't expecting as tough a
team as they were up against. By
far the best game of the tournament, the game was won
through an all-out team effort
and an extremely tough defence.
In that game, the Rebels
managed twenty steals to put
them ahead by only 5 points and
win their second game.
Top scoring credits in that
game went again to Donna
Hagen, who registered 12 big
points, to put her tournament
total to 32 points. Janise Neufield
scored 11 points, and Sharon
Stewart, 10 points.
The team played basically a
man to man defence, as did the
other team, which resulted in 25

fouls for both teams.

This was by far the most
successful year for the Rebels.
Even at the 4-West, though they
didn't manage to bring back a
medal, they made their finest
showing ever, by losing their
games by no more than 14 points.
Two years ago, Red River was
defeated in the 4-West by as much
as 100 points, and last year 50
points.
Each year the team is getting
progressively better, but as
coach DiCurzio points out, a lot of
things have to change if the team
hopes to improve next year.
One of the main problems the
team ran into this year was
financing. DiCurzio feels their
budget is far too low, as far as
travelling is concerned. .It was
only of the outside tournament
the team competed in that gave
them the experience to do as well
as they did this year.
A second major problem
DiCurzio was faced with was a
lack of consideration and interest
aired by the instructors of the
players.
`They just don't care if their
students play on the team or not.'
This is typical of the general
college attitude towards its
athletes.
On a more encouraging note,
however, DiCurzio expressed his
thanks to the Student Association
for being co-operative with them
all year long.
DiCurzio also said the team had
great communication all year,
and the girls learned a lot about
team spirit, and 'basketball
sense.' And what about the
coach?
'I learned how to get along
better with girls.'

Come out of the
financial jungle.
Come into the
Credit Union.

Co-Operators Credit Union Ltd.
College Branch
(Bldg. C
Right Across From The LRCA

photo: Jack Kaplan

Victorious Rebel jumps through the game winning
hoop after defeating Portage 66-34. photo: Al Moore

Intramurals: better
by Linda Montgomery

Thus far, 1978-79 has proven to
be one of the most successful
years for intramural sports
participation.
June Graham, that hardworking lady with the headache
job of scheduling all the noon
hour games said she has had the
biggest number of sports reps
this year with 175, compared with
the average of 150 last year.
There were 150 badminton
entries this year, compared with
56 last year; 100 table tennis
entries this year compared with
the previous record of 67, and
floor hockey saw 28 entries
compared with 22 of last year. In
basketball, we saw 36 teams
entered, another record-breaking
number, and scooter floor hockey
had 11 teams entered this year.
There were around 100 teams
entered in volleyball while co-ed
volleyball which has just started
has 47 teams breaking the record
of 34.
One of the biggest successes
has been the Jock Sock. Through
T-shirt sales, raffle tickets, floor
hockey tournament donations,
and the intramurals themselves,
approximately $3,000 has been
raised for the Christmas Cheer
Board. The greatest problem of
running the intramurals says
June is trying to schedule the
games.
"Trying to get in all the games
when teams have different lunch
hours, exam days and lastminute obligations made even
more complicated with both
semesters and trimesters, is no

easy job."
Another difficulty is with the
sometime scarcity of referees
who as well as scorekeepers, get
paid for their services.
One of the refs, Greg Brown,
said that games can be difficult to
ref at times, especially in the
finals. He also adds that "there is
some good talent in this school,
some of whom should be playing
for the school teams."
Red River can boast of having
one of the largest intramural
programs in Western Canada.
The program is running at
capacity right now for June
Graham who can't possibly run
any more sports. The program
might be expanded with more
help, possibly into the form of an
Intramural Council composed of
students, which is what Most
universities have now.
Sports like intramural hockey
and broomball could be added to
the list once again after the
problems of reassembling and
maintaining the recently torn
down outdoor rink are settled.
There are a few sports left to
play in the intramural agenda
this year. Co-ed volleyball is
under way, and you can start
practicing your swing for intramural softbal. There is a
possible golf tournament in the
making, and a tennis tournament
planned. Anyone interested
should contact June Graham.
Why just head to the cafeteria
at noon and eat calories when you
could be burning them off by
playing intramural sports!

by Julia Young
Louise Leake is a 21 year old
Biological Technology student
who plays for the women's
volleyball team. Her course is
two years and when she
graduates Louise hopes to go to
Africa and get a job as a conservation officer or a game
warden. She said the course could
get her this sort of job. She came
to RRCC because this is the only
place in the province where her
course is offered.
As well as playing volleyball
Louise also plays intramural
sports, badminton and basketball. She attended Elmwood High
and was a sports enthusiast there
as well, playing volleyball,
basketball, field hockey and
baseball. Her other hobbies include a canine obedience training
course and working on a dairy
farm on some weekends.
As far as their season is concerned Louise said it was good,
and everyone improved the
calibre of their play. "We could
have done better, we had the
potential. If we had played up to
our potential we could have taken
the 4-West." She said the team
got along well, and the girls were
all great.
Louise wants to continue
playing volleyball after she
leaves RRCC and plans to try out
for an AA team.
Jan Vandermeuler is 18 years
old and is taking the Laboratory
Technician course, which is two
years, with the second year spent
in a hospital. Next year she will
be going to the Westman lab in
Brandon, as there is no hospital

in Winnipeg where she can
continue the course. While she's
there she hopes to continue
playing volleyball and hopes that
she will be recognized as a
college student. If not she plans to
enroll in a night course at
Assiniboine Community College
to keep active.
Jan is also involved in all the
intramural sports and referees
volleyball. She curled in the
RRCC bonspiel and naturally
attends all the beer bashes and
socials. Outside of school she
curls at the Thistle Curling Club
in their junior league, rides
horses and likes to paint and
draw. She loves the college and
said, "If I could I would become a
professional student here- I didn't
think I'd like Winnipeg since I
came from a small town, but I do.
All the girls on the team are
fantastic, I've only known them
for seven months but I know so
much about them, that's the
same with the guys' team,
they're like big brothers to us."
During their season Jan said
she definitely improved, "I can
thank our coach for that." She
said the team was hot and cold,
"When we played together as a
team we were hot, when we were
cold we didn't play that bad but
not up to what we could- I guess
every team is like that."
Leona Boles, 19, is a computer
analyst student in her first year.
Leona played volleyball for her
high school, Crocus Plains in
Brandon, when she was in grade
11.
Leona said that the team
definitely feels there should be
more support in terms of fans,

You can't win
by Kim Trynacity
Nobody said the life of a
student was going to be a bowl of
cherries, a bed of roses, or any
other sick cliche that describes
the impoverished state most of us
live in.
Being so tight budgeted, few of
us have the extra cash to
squander on such frivolous items
as movies ($3.75 a head) a concert ($7.00 and up), and one of the
most costly events of them all,
sports activities!
Sports fans all over the world
love to watch good hockey,
baseball, or football; but the
price is drastically over-rated.
Let's take the Winnipeg Blue
Bombers for example. Last year
a seat in the upper deck was
modestly priced at $90, this year
consumers are looking at a $110
price tag.
The student area, that was
priced at $50 for the season, has
risen to $75. Season ticket holders
are entitled to 10 home games.
This means that fans could be
paying as much as $11 per game.
Despite the price hike, the
Bombers office says ticket sales
are going great.
On the other side of the field is
the Winnipeg Jets, soon to be
admitted among the elite of the
NHL, and naturally hiking the
price of their tickets as well.

A season ticket in the Reds will
now cost fans over $400. Unlike
the Blue Bombers, the Jets do not
offer a special section for
students but will offer a special
promotion periodically. And how
are ticket sales this year? Why
ask, the public is gobbling them
up like a pack of violence-starved
ex-cons.
Winnipegers cried when they
heard the Jets wouldn't be
allowed into the NHL. Six million
dollars later, the fans apparantly
are in for a big treat. Who can tell
what kind of team the Jets will be
next year? I thought Winnipeg
was banned from gambling. Fans
are taking a big risk. What am I
worried about, I probably won't
be able to afford tickets anyway.
Just think, if you're not intending to return to Red River
next year the money that would
have been spent could pay for
almost half a seat in the Red
section.
I am fully aware of the
escalating costs in transportation, players, coaches etc.
but why are students the hardest
hit? I don't know either. Perhaps
Mr. Fergusson could offer we
students a better price like the
Bombers do. How about it
Fergie? This is a deal you
couldn't possible refuse.

Leona hopes to play for the
team again in the fall. When
tsked what the try-outs were like
she said that not many people
came as compared to the guys'
team which had 36 people try out.
Leona enjoyed playing
volleyball and a big part of that
was the other team members.
"We got along like sisters;
everything we did, we did
together."
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Cap Court Kings-Intramural Basketball Winners: Byron
Speidel, Laurie Wyspinski, Brian Weeres, Spencer
Newton, Zane Kowal, Tim La Rue. photo: Jack Kaplan

Rhonda Powell, 18, is a student
in the Graphic Arts course.
Rhonda has been playing
volleyball ever since grade 7 and
she came to Red River directly
after her graduation from Souris
Collegiate.
Rhonda came to Red River
because it is more like a school
and a lot like a high school. She
also knows a lot of people who
attend Red River.
Rhonda jogs at noon and goes
swimming; she supports beer
bashes and the socials as well.
She even told us that Red River
"couldn't have them without
me."
Like the other team members,
Rhonda felt the season was good
this year. All the team members
really got along, according to
Rhonda, no matter where they
went- Moose Jaw, The Pas, 4West- everyone always got along.
Rhonda doesn't know if she'll
be in the city in the fall but she
might take a night course and
play again for Red River.
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Foxy Chics-Intramural Basketball Winners: Jacque
Small, Gail Yellowaga, Debbie Kuzina, Jennifer Winiarz,
Linda Montgomery.
photo: Jack Kaplan

Womans v-ball roundup

by Pat Keelan
Red River's women's
volleyball team fell one match or,
more specifically, one game
short of capturing the Manitoba
Volleyball Association AA
championship, losing in the final
three games to two to the Red
Sweaters.
The loss was particularly
crushing to the Rebels (or Rebelettes) because they had the Red
Sweaters on the ropes by winning
the first two games 15-3 and 17-15.
The momentum, which had
been shifting toward the Red
Sweaters by the second game,
was totally theirs in the next
three games, which they won 1510, 15-9 and 15-4 to take the title.
Rebels coach Barb Francis was
proud of her team's performance
despite the loss because they
went the distance against the Red
Sweaters, who finished first in
the eight team league during the
regular season, 12 games ahead
of the second-place Rebels in the
70-game schedule. (In the AA
league, individual games, not
matches, determine a team's
standing. All regular season
matches are five games long, not
best three-out-of-five as is the
case in the playoffs. Each of the
eight teams plays each other
twice. Thus, ten games against
seven teams makes a total of 70
games.)
The Red Sweaters, composed
mainly of Windsor Park area
women, also had more experience than the Rebels, as
many of the girls had been
playing together for three years.
Coach Francis thought her club
had a good chance of winning

going into the final because they
had split their two matches with
the Red Sweaters in the regular
schedule.
However, finishing second was
no disgrace to the Rebels, for
they lived up to their regular
season ranking by sweeping their
semi-final match with the thirdplace Jettes in three straight
games by scores of 15-5, 15-8 and
15-9 to advance to the final.
In the final, coach Francis

thought every single girl in her
lineup played excellent
volleyball, and added that Cathy
Aronec, Mona Burnett and Louise
Leake played above their
potentials.
Well, that's it for the women's
volleyball team for this season.
They had an excellent year and
went out in fine style, going right
down to the wire and losing a
photo finish to the Red Sweaters.
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although the financial support
wasn't the best. The team had hot
dog sales and bottle drives to
raise money for the team. She
suggested putting up posters in
the halls or maybe advertising on
CMOR. Apparently the only fans
that showed up were players
from the guys' team.
The team did quite well- they
finished second in the city league.
Leona feels that the team's best
game was played in the finals
March 31. There were some injuries during the season but
nothing too serious. There were a
few sprained ankles and fingers,
but the injuries weren't as
serious as those which plagues
the guys' team.

Rebels take senior
68-41.. Donna Hagen and Julie
Phillips led the scoring with 14
points each, followed closely by
Sharon Stewart and Janise
Neufield each chalking up 12
points on the scoreboard.
Coach DiCurzio said the team
played together and played a
good defensive game.In the first
game of the tournament, the
Rebels easily defeated the 7-Oaks
contingent by a convincing score
of 66-34. Top scorer in that game
was - Janise Neufield with 15
points.
Fast action offensive, and
defensive rebounding, plus quick
pivoted passes, and effective ball
handling showed that Red River
had little to contend with in that
game. Number 24 Janise
Neufield demonstrated her
basketball agility, by succeeding
in some of the most controlled
basketball the North gym has
ever seen.
The toughest game, according
to coach DiCurzio came against
the strong squad from Brandon.
DiCurzio openly admitted, they
weren't expecting as tough a
team as they were up against. By
far the best game of the tournament, the game was won
through an all-out team effort
and an extremely tough defence.
In that game, the Rebels
managed twenty steals to put
them ahead by only 5 points and
win their second game.
Top scoring credits in that
game went again to Donna
Hagen, who registered 12 big
points, to put her tournament
total to 32 points. Janise Neufield
scored 11 points, and Sharon
Stewart, 10 points.
The team played basically a
man to man defence, as did the
other team, which resulted in 25

•
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by Kim Trynacity
The RRCC Women's Basketball team finished their season as
they decidedly captured first
place in the Provincial Senior
Women's B Basketball tournament.
The team captured the title for
the first time ever, by defeating
Portage la Prairie by a score of

e*if

fouls for bothieams.

This was by far the most
successful year for the Rebels.
Even at the 4-West, though they
didn't manage to bring back a
medal, they made their finest
showing ever, by losing their
games by no more than 14 points.
Two years ago, Red River was
defeated in the 4-West by as much
as 100 points, and last year 50
points.
Each year the team is getting
progressively better, but as
coach DiCurzio points out, a lot of
things have to change if the team
hopes to improve next year.
One of the main problems the
team ran into this year was
financing. DiCurzio feels their
budget is far too low, as far as
travelling is concerned. it was
only of the outside tournament
the team competed in that gave
them the experience to do as well
as they did this year.
A second major problem
DiCurzio was faced with was a
lack of consideration and interest
aired by the instructors of the
players.
`They just don't care if their
students play on the team or not.'
This is typical of the general
college attitude towards its
athletes.
On a more encouraging note,
however, DiCurzio expressed his
thanks to the Student Association
for being co-operative with them
all year long.
DiCurzio also said the team had
great communication all year,
and the girls learned a lot about
team spirit, and 'basketball
sense.' And what about the
coach?
'I learned how to get along
better with girls.'

Come out of the
financial jungle.
Come into the
Credit Union.

Co-Operators Credit Union Ltd.
College Branch
Bldg. C Right Across From The LRCA

photo: Jack Kaplan

Victorious Rebel jumps through the game winning
hoop after defeating Portage 66-34. photo: Al Moore

Intramurals: better
by Linda Montgomery
Thus far, 1978-79 has proven to
be one of the most successful
years for intramural sports
participation.
June Graham, that hardworking lady with the headache
job of scheduling all the noon
hour games said she has had the
biggest number of sports reps
this year with 175, compared with
the average of 150 last year.
There were 150 badminton
entries this year, compared with
56 last year; 100 table tennis
entries this year compared with
the previous record of 67, and
floor hockey saw 28 entries
compared with 22 of last year. In
basketball, we saw 36 teams
entered, another record-breaking
number, and scooter floor hockey
had 11 teams entered this year.
There were around 100 teams
entered in volleyball while co-ed
volleyball which has just started
has 47 teams breaking the record
of 34.
One of the biggest successes
has been the Jock Sock. Through
T-shirt sales, raffle tickets, floor
hockey tournament donations,
and the intramurals themselves,
approximately $3,000 has been
raised for the Christmas Cheer
Board. The greatest problem of
running the intramurals says
June is trying to schedule the
games.
"Trying to get in all the games
when teams have different lunch
hours, exam days and lastminute obligations made even
more complicated with both
semesters and trimesters, is no

easy job."
Another difficulty is with the
sometime scarcity of referees
who as well as scorekeepers, get
paid for their services.
One of the refs, Greg Brown,
said that games can be difficult to
ref at times, especially in the
finals. He also adds that "there is
some good talent in this school,
some of whom should be playing
for the school teams."
Red River can boast of having
one of the largest intramural
programs in Western Canada.
The program is running at
capacity right now for June
Graham who can't possibly run
any more sports. The program
might be expanded with more
help, possibly into the form of an
Intramural Council composed of
students, which is what most
universities have now.
Sports like intramural hockey
and broomball could be added to
the list once again after the
problems of reassembling and
maintaining the recently torn
down outdoor rink are settled.
There are a few sports left to
play in the intramural agenda
this year. Co-ed volleyball is
under way, and you can start
practicing your swing for intramural softbal. There is a
possible golf tournament in the
making, and a tennis tournament
planned. Anyone interested
should contact June Graham.
Why just head to the cafeteria
at noon and eat calories when you
could be burning them off by
playing intramural sports!

by Julia Young
Louise Leake is a 21 year old
Biological Technology student
who plays for the women's
volleyball team. Her course is
two years and when she
graduates Louise hopes to go to
Africa and get a job as a conservation officer or a game
warden. She said the course could
get her this sort of job. She came
to RRCC because this is the only
place in the province where her
course is offered.
As well as playing volleyball
Louise also plays intramural
sports, badminton and basketball. She attended Elmwood High
and was a sports enthusiast there
as well, playing volleyball,
basketball, field hockey and
baseball. Her other hobbies include a canine obedience training
course and working on a dairy
farm on some weekends.
As far as their season is concerned Louise said it was good,
and everyone improved the
calibre of their play. "We could
have done better, we had the
potential. If we had played up to
our potential we could have taken
the 4-West." She said the team
got along well, and the girls were
all great.
Louise wants to continue
playing volleyball after she
leaves RRCC and plans to try out
for an AA team.
Jan Vandermeuler is 18 years
old and is taking the Laboratory
Technician course, which is two
years, with the second year spent
in a hospital. Next year she will
be going to the Westman lab in
Brandon, as there is no hospital

in Winnipeg where she can
continue the course. While she's
there she hopes to continue
playing volleyball and hopes that
she will be recognized as a
college student. If not she plans to
enroll in a night course at
Assiniboine Community College
to keep active.
Jan is also involved in all the
intramural sports and referees
volleyball. She curled in the
RRCC bonspiel and naturally
attends all the beer bashes and
socials. Outside of school she
curls at the Thistle Curling Club
in their junior league, rides
horses and likes to paint and
draw. She loves the college and
said, "If I could I would become a
professional student here- I didn't
think I'd like Winnipeg since I
came from a small town, but I do.
All the girls on the team are
fantastic, I've only known them
for seven months but I know so
much about them, that's the
same with the guys' team,
they're like big brothers to us."
During their season Jan said
she definitely improved, "I can
thank our coach for that." She
said the team was hot and cold,
"When we played together as a
team we were hot, when we were
cold we didn't play that bad but
not up to what we could- I guess
every team is like that."
Leona Boles, 19, is a computer
analyst student in her first year.
Leona played volleyball for her
high school, Crocus Plains in
Brandon, when she was in grade
11.
Leona said that the team
definitely feels there should be
more support in terms of fans,

You can't win
by Kim Trynacity
Nobody said the life of a
student was going to be a bowl of
cherries, a bed of roses, or any
other sick cliche that describes
the impoverished state most of us
live in.
Being so tight budgeted, few of
us have the extra cash to
squander on such frivolous items
as movies ($3.75 a head) a concert ($7.00 and up), and one of the
most costly events of them all,
sports activities!
Sports fans all over the world
love to watch good hockey,
baseball, or football; but the
price is drastically over-rated.
Let's take the Winnipeg Blue
Bombers for example. Last year
a seat in the upper deck was
modestly priced at $90, this year
consumers are looking at a $110
price tag.
The student area, that was
priced at $50 for the season, has
risen to $75. Season ticket holders
are entitled to 10 home games.
This means that fans could be
paying as much as $11 per game.
Despite the price hike, the
Bombers office says ticket sales
are going great.
On the other side of the field is
the Winnipeg Jets, soon to be
admitted among the elite of the
NHL, and naturally hiking the
price of their tickets as well.

A season ticket in the Reds will
now cost fans over $400. Unlike
the Blue Bombers, the Jets do not
offer a special section for
students but will offer a special
promotion periodically. And how
are ticket sales this year? Why
ask, the public is gobbling them
up like a pack of violence-starved
ex-cons.
Winnipegers cried when they
heard the Jets wouldn't be
allowed into the NHL. Six million
dollars later, the fans apparantly
are in for a big treat. Who can tell
what kind of team the Jets will be
next year? I thought Winnipeg
was banned from gambling. Fans
are taking a big risk. What am I
worried about, I probably won't
be able to afford tickets anyway.
Just think, if you're not intending to return to Red River
next year the money that would
have been spent could pay for
almost half a seat in the Red
section.
I am fully aware of the
escalating costs in transportation, players, coaches etc.
but why are students the hardest
hit? I don't know either. Perhaps
Mr. Fergusson could offer we
students a better price like the
Bombers do. How about it
Fergie? This is a deal you
_ couldn't possible refuse.

Leona hopes to play for the
team again in the fall. When
isked what the try-outs were like
she said that not many people
came as compared to the guys'
team which had 36 people try out.
Leona enjoyed playing
volleyball and a big part of that
was the other team members.
"We got along like sisters;
everything we did, we did
together."

Cap Court Kings-Intramural Basketball Winners: Byron
Speidel, Laurie Wyspinski, Brian Weeres, Spencer
Newton, Zane Kowal, Tim La Rue. photo: Jack Kaplan

Rhonda Powell, 18, is a student
in the Graphic Arts course.
Rhonda has been playing
volleyball ever since grade 7 and
she came to Red River directly
after her graduation from Souris
Collegiate.
Rhonda came to Red River
because it is more like a school
and a lot like a high school. She
also knows a lot of people who
attend Red River.
Rhonda jogs at noon and goes
swimming; she supports beer
bashes and the socials as well.
She even told us that Red River
"couldn't have them without
me."
Like the other team members,
Rhonda felt the season was good
this year. All the team members
really got along, according to
Rhonda, no matter where they
went- Moose Jaw, The Pas, 4West- everyone always got along.
Rhonda doesn't know if she'll
be in the city in the fall but she
might take a night course and
play again for Red River.

Foxy Chics-Intramural Basketball Winners: Jacque
Small, Gail Yellowaga, Debbie Kuzina, Jennifer Winiarz,
Linda Montgomery.
photo: Jack Kaplan

Womans v-ball roundup

by Pat Keelan
Red River's women's
volleyball team fell one match or,
more specifically, one game
short of capturing the Manitoba
Volleyball Association AA
championship, losing in the final
three games to two to the Red
Sweaters.
The loss was particularly
crushing to the Rebels (or Rebelettes) because they had the Red
Sweaters on the ropes by winning
the first two games 15-3 and 17-15.
The momentum, which had
been shifting toward the Red
Sweaters by the second game,
was totally theirs in the next
three games, which they won 1510, 15-9 and 15-4 to take the title.
Rebels coach Barb Francis was
proud of her team's performance
despite the loss because they
went the distance against the Red
Sweaters, who finished first in
the eight team league during the
regular season, 12 games ahead
of the second-place Rebels in the
70-game schedule. (In the AA
league, individual games, not
matches, determine a team's
standing. All regular season
matches are five games long, not
best three-out-of-five as is the
case in the playoffs. Each of the
eight teams plays each other
twice. Thus, ten games against
seven teams makes a total of 70
games.)
The Red Sweaters, composed
mainly of Windsor Park area
women, also had more experience than the Rebels, as
many of the girls had been
playing together for three years.
Coach Francis thought her club
had a good chance of winning

going into the final because they
had split their two matches with
the Red Sweaters in the regular
schedule.
However, finishing second was
no disgrace to the Rebels, for
they lived up to their regular
season ranking by sweeping their
semi-final match with the thirdplace Jettes in three straight
games by scores of 15-5, 15-8 and
15-9 to advance to the final.
In the final, coach Francis

thought every single girl in her
lineup played excellent
volleyball, and added that Cathy
Aronec, Mona Burnett and Louise
Leake played above their
potentials.
Well, that's it for the women's
volleyball team for this season.
They had an excellent year and
went out in fine style, going right
down to the wire and losing a
photo finish to the Red Sweaters.
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